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ABSTRACT. 
Models for the inclusion, development, and implementation of 
computer-assisted instruction (CA I) in a dietetic education program 
were·developed, tested, and evaluated.· The models were applied to 
the Coordinated Undergraduatei>rogram in Dietetics, The University 
of Tennessee, ·Knoxville. 
An.assessment of competencies to be met by an-entry-level 
generalist dietitian in food systems administration revealed that the 
competency concerning principles and practice� of.management of per­
sonnel was not being met adequately by dietetic·students. As a 
result, four CAI case study simulations were developed to u�grade and 
expand decision-making experiences in personnel ·management. Case 
studies were progra11111ed in Coursew,iter I I I  language·and pretested for 
content validity and proper programming,function before presentation 
to the students. 
Participating faculty and students were introduced to CA I and 
oriented·to the use of computer terminals. Case study simulations 
were presented via CA I and prograltlned learning booklets (for off­
campus students) .to 59 stu�ents enrolled in FSA 414 0, Food Systems 
Personnel Development, taught Winter Quarter, 1977. Small-group 
discussions after completion of each case study helped enrich the 
simulation experience. 
Evaluation of CA I effectiveness was assessed by administration 
of three test instruments immediately before and after the CAI 
experience. The Leadership Evaluation and Development Scale (LEADS}, 
V 
vi 
the Leadership Opinion Que.stionnaire (LOQ) and the Self-Perception 
of Confidence (SPOC) Scale assessed managerial decision-making 
ability, the leadership dimensions of Consideration and Structure, 
and comfort (confidence) of the student when faced with a personnel 
management problem situation, respectively. 
Because of the inability of objective measurement devices to 
assess change in affective behavior, no significant change was noted 
in managerial decision-making ability or in the leadership dimens.ions 
of Consideration and Structure as a result of the CAI simulations. A 
significant increase in.comfort (confidence) was noted after the CAI 
exposure. 
....... � . .  � .. 
The models· for inclusion, development, and implementation of 
CAI in a dietetic education program was determined to be feasible 
for use with the Coordinated Undergraduate Program in Dietetics,�The 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville. 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Management is defined by Koontz and O'Donnell (197 2) as the 
establishment and maintenance of an.internal environment in which 
people working:together in groups can perform effectively and 
efficiently toward the attainment:of group goals. The functions of . . ' 
management, generally recognized �s planning� organizing, directing; 
staffing and training, and controlling, may be assumed by, or dele­
gated to, the dietitian (West et al., .1977 ; Lipscomb and Donaldson, 
1964). Experiences related to these functions and subsequent decision­
making activities are an important part of a dietitian's trainingg 
1. 1. IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM 
Actual first-hand experience in decision-making in various 
mana,gement areas may be limited during a dietitian's training {Spears, 
197 3).  Of 515 administrative dietitians surveyed (Sanford et al. , 
197 3), 21 percent selected their first position following training. 
to strengthen their background in management and gain needed management 
experience. Only 4. 6 percent of those who chose therapeutic dietetics 
as a first p0s i tion did· so to obtain addi tiona 1 tra i-ni ng in the-rapeuti c 
dietetics. In response to the criticism that administrative dietitians 
are reluctant to make decisions, Spears {197 3) suggested the dominant 
theme of decision-making should be carried in all professional courses 
for dietetic students. · Lack of qualified_ instructional personnel and/. 
1 
or appropriate activities may be a problem in providing -decision-making 
experiences in some training programs. Difficulty in providing 
students with appropriate decision�making experiences in the clinical 
facility may be caused by factors such as reluctance -of hospital 
administrators to delegate decision-making functions to students or 
lack of opportunity for decision-making activities corresponding to 
students• schedules in the clinical facility. Scheduling of students 
to meet didactic as we11·as clinical demands.may hinder the student 
from becoming.involved in the day-to-day activities of the facility, 
knowledge of which is important to decision-making. 
2 
Decision-making opportunities also may present themselves at a 
time in the·student•s training when.adequate background knowledge of 
hqw to react to the situation has not yet been received. Such problems· 
pose barriers to students acquiring competencies where decision-making 
ability is an important component. One possible "solution to these 
problems is the use of self-instruction, programned instruction, 
simulation or other individualized teaching techniques to meet student 
needs (Perry, 1972). 
Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) is such a teaching technique 
or strategy (Rowen, 1971). · CAI is defined as a man-machine interaction 
in which the teaching function is accomplished by a computer system 
without intervention by a human instructor. Both training material and 
instructional logic are stored in computer memory (Salisbury, 1971). 
The computer plays an active role in the instructional process; that 
is, the computer is assisting in the instructional process as instruc­
tion is taking place (Stelzer, 1971). 
The feasibility .of�--usi.ng CAI te teach decision-making ·was 
suggested as being almost· limitless (Chase, 1968; Beck and Monroe, 
1969; Alpert and Bitzer, 1970; Zachert and Pantelidis, 1971). CAI 
is useful in the develo�ment of critical thinking and was more 
effective than standard educational procedures in learning situations 
calling for j_udgment, interpretation of complex problems, and evalua­
tion by the learner of the consequences·of her/his actions (.A]pert 
and Bitzer, 1970). 
While the use of CAI has ·been suggested for teactling cri.tical 
thinking and decision-making, actual experimentation with and reporting 
of this instructional strategy was limited. 
1.2. PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The purpose of this research was to develop� and implement CAI­
simulated learning experiences in food systems administration to assist 
dietetic students in gaining proficiency and self-confidence-in the 
decision-making skills of personnel management. The approach to this 
study·was to: 
1. develop conceptual models for inclusion, developm�nt, and 
implementation of CAI in a Coordinated Undergraduate Program in 
Dietetics; 
2. test the models by developing and implementing CAI simula­
tions as a part of a course in food system� administration required of 
dietetic students; and 
3 
3. evaluate tbe feasibility of using.CAI as a means of providing 
simulated decision-making experiences in place of difficult to obtain 
actual expe..r;jences. 
CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The clinical phase of dietetic education has as a stated'goal 
the strengthening of training for developing the characteristics 
important in leadership and in management. The Committee on Goals of 
Education in Dietetics (1972) identified these characteristics as a 
sense of responsibility, emotional stability, flexibility, confidence 
in relationships with others, an acceptance of one's own fallability, 
realism, creativity, and the ability to control. Lack of strength in 
any one of these traits may decrease the di�titian's competence in 
supervision. A primary concern of dietetic educators is the lack of 
suitable learning.experiences to de�elop leadership and management 
characteristics. 
2.1. SIMULATION AS A TEACHING TECHNIQUE 
Simulation, as defined by Beck and Monroe (1969), is a procedure 
in which a model of, or an analog to, a real situation is developed 
for the purpose of testing or teaching. In education, simulatton is· 
used to provide a learning:environment which represents a_ life-li�e 
situation, and has four cha.racteristics: simulation starts with an 
analogous situation, ·allows for low-risk input, provides the student 
with symbolic consequences, and.is replicable. 
The tenn 11analogous·situation 11 refers to the environment in 
which the learner will function in the simulation exercise. This .. 
environment should have eno�gh of the c�aracteristics of the real 
4 
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situation to provide the learner with·a realistic learning environment. 
The second characteristic, that of low-risk input, allows the stu.dent 
to make a response or decision without irrevocable commitment and 
without changing the original circumstances. The simulation exercise 
tells the student the consequences of her/his actions .. These conse­
quences are �ymbolic, in that the physical or psychological learning· 
climate is not medified. With low-risk input and symbolic conseque(lces, 
the simulation exercise is replicable, providfog -the opportunity to 
try various procedureso 
The use of simulation as· a teaching strategy was reported fre­
quently in the literature. Use of simulation was described in 
business and industry journals as a viable training technique. Yetton 
(1969) reported that management simulation exercises may be used as 
an aid to decision-making, as a vehicle for management education, or 
fer research purposes. Simulation resulted in the successful training 
ef middle-management personnel in decision-making in a large insurance 
company (Smith, J. R. , 197 3). The simulation game.method was reported 
as particularly well suited to teaching process, espe�ially the 
decision-making process (Yetton, 1969; Beck and Monroe; 1969; Slahor, 
197 2; Smith, J. R. , 197 3) . 
Simulation proved a viable alternative to lecturing· in high 
enrollment classes, and facilitated student interaction, participa­
tion, and learning (Cheatham and Erickson, 1976). Properly designed 
simulation exercises allowed students to "experience" relationships· 
and concepts, to assume realistic roles, face problems, formulate 
6 
strategies, make decisions, a·nd get fast feedback on the consequences of 
their actions o 
Well-designed simula:t:ion games clar:i{y abstract relationships 
-·� t. .• 
for students by prese�ting the relationship on a more concrete level. 
Simulation games can be a me�ns of influencing students' attitudes 
(Livingston, ·1971 )o  
Flexibility is one of the chief characteristics of educational 
simulation. · Responsibility for imaginative and critical thinking is 
placed on the.students themselves. The students make the decisions:; 
the teacher merely supervises the simulation activity. Another value 
of simulation is the inspirational function of stimulating·interest in 
a topic and in providing.the element of discovery (Broadman, 1969)0 
Many teachers assume that one macro-instructional strategy 
(e.g. ', lecture, discussion, laboratory) will suffice for all students 
in a given class (Mitchell, 1973). However, no one teaching ·technique 
is more effective than another when·instruction is evaluated by stu­
dent performance on an examination. There is evidence to support the 
superiority of guided individualized instruction. One technique which 
combines both individualized instruction with follow-up group inter­
action is the case study approach to simulation. A combination of 
these two strategies form a unique instructional technique. 
2. 2. S IMULAT ION BY THE CASE STUDY APPROACH 
A case study consists of an account of a problem situation, 
including enough.detail for learners to suggest possible solutions 
(Ford, 1969). A case study may be a 11second-hand" account of a situation 
that has occurred, or a 11first-hand 11 account of a situation that could 
happen. Galvin (1973) defined the case study approach to teaching as 
a probl�m-oriented instruction in which the student is judged chiefly 
or solely in terms of the ability to produce viable and defensible 
solutions to specific problems posed in a case study formato This· 
method of teaching is distinguished by a strong emphasis on decision­
making, normally involving a choice by the learner between two or more 
alternative solutions to a case problem. Case studies are written 
descriptions of typical situations that involve principles or practices 
or both, with or without suggested solutions, with a view to the 
developmentiof the students' skill and understanding in the fiel�. 
(Umstattd, 1964). 
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Fourteen situations where case studies could be utilized were 
listed by Ford (1969). Development of skill in decision-making, lending 
reality to indirect experience, pooling the insights of group members, 
focusing on concrete problems, helping learners see many points of·view, 
showing·that few problems have easy answers, and bridging the gap 
between theory and practice were included in the list. Other sugges­
tions were broadening experience, analyzing motives, presenting 
problems in proper perspective, discouraging ••casual ovetsimplifica­
tion,11 increasing involvement in learning, training learners to think 
independently as well as cooperatively, and giving synthesis and 
meaning to parts of a whole. 
Several examples of case studies were found in the literature. 
A variety of problem situations were presented which could be used 
in teaching problem-solving and decision-making. The most common 
format consisted of presenta�ion of the problem situation, followed 
by several questions for thought or discussion. 
Advantages of the case study method of teaching are the same as 
any· o�her simulation technique. It is nearly impossible for a student 
to remain passive while engaged in simulation learning:activities 
(Zachert, 1970)� Participation in such activities resulted in 
8 
enhary,ced perception, reinforcement of theory, .and heightened motivation. 
The importance of teamwork and good communications were·also learnedo 
: The case study app�pach to teaching was popularized by the. 
Harvard School of Business. The use of the case method of instru�tion 
method at Harvard was discussed by Hunt (1951). The case study 
method was defined as a type of "d,scuss iqn" t��.tU.Wlk!n,g -�t_r.essed the 
importance of group interaction in solving the caseo Case studies 
requiring a choice to be made. from among reasonably possible alterna­
tives provide a basis for a reasoned difference of opinion to develop 
in the classroomo Group discussions should center on analyzing.the 
reasons for the differing opinions s9 that each student may reach ·her/· 
his own .judgmento Group discussion develops the capacity to communi­
cate to others the ideas that are running through one's mind. In 
a�up discussion, the student can learn to change views without 
"losing face" and also to respect and utilize the ideas of others. 
Disadvantages of using .the·case study method were presented by 
some authors. Writing a good case study is difficult, and seeking out 
an� writing cases is demanding, even for professionals (Howells, 1969). 
The text must follow a narrow 1 ineo The case must not state the "real 11 
facts, but rather the kind of evidence from which the student-would 
have to deduce the 11real 11 facts in an actual situationo However, the 
case must be complete and precise enough to permit the student to 
identify with someone actually facing the problem situation (Hunt, 
1951 ) . 
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Another shortcgming of the case study method is that it may become 
static. In other words, a student may not perceive the dynamics of the· 
develpping situation, the feeling for the problem as it evolves through 
time (Ramey, 1967). One way of dealing with·this shortcoming is to 
move from a mere case study analysis to a sort of role-playing situa­
tiono CAI is one method of accomplishing this change. 
2o3o · COMPUTER-ASSISTED INSTRUCTION 
The use of computers in the field of education is not newo 
Computers have established themsel�es as not only useful, but in some 
cases, indispensable tools for the educator. Although the computer 
in the classroom is not yet common, it· is hardly excepti,onal o Uses 
of the computer in education are many and the field is expanding 
rapidly ( Sa 1 i sbury, ·. 1971 ) o 
Computer-assisted instruction (CAI) is a man-machine interaction 
in which the teaching function is accomplished by a computer without· 
intervention by the human instructor. Both the training ·material and 
the instructional logic are stored in computer memoryo The computer 
is actu�lly assisting in the instructional process as it is taking 
place (Stelzer, 1971; Salisbury, 1971; Reed et al., 1972)0 Computer­
assisted instruction programs are based on the unique value of the 
computer to adapt the selection and presentation of instructional 
materials to the pace and style of the individual student and in 
acquiring and processing data relating to the effectiveness of the 
teaching ·and learning process (Alpert and Bitzer, 197 0). 
In order to fully appreciate the range of application of CAI, 
the different instructional strategie� and instructional logics used 
in CA I must·be understood. 
Instructional Strategies Used in CAI 
The term "instructional strategy" was defined by Stelzer (1971) 
as the role the computerized portion of the instructional environment 
plays in the introduction of new material. Instructional stritegy 
10 
also refers to the structure that is imposed on the student/computer 
interaction by the instructional materials and instructions stored in 
the computer. Basically, there are four possible instructional strate­
gies: drill-and-practice, tutorial, dialogue, and simulation and 
gamingo 
One of the most common appi'ications of CA I is the provision of 
practice and evaluation for a learner who needs extensive training. 
(Hansen, ·196 6)o In the drill-and-practice instructional strategy, 
the computer is used for drilling the student in exercises covering · 
material which was introduced previously to the student (Rockart et al. , :  
1975). Using the computer for drill saves the teacher time. In this 
strategy, the burden of introducing the new material falls on the 
instructor, a text, or 'Some other medium apart from the·computerized 
portion of the environment. The student/computer interaction is highly 
structured and deviation from the predefined sequence of instructional 
events is· not allowed�· A question is posed to the student, frequently 
with alternative answers provided. The student answers the question 
11 
and then immediately receives feedback or evaluation (Stelzer, 1971). 
Drill-and-practice CA I is popular, especially at the elementary and 
junior high levels, because students spend much time in drill. Because 
group drill is often ineffective, many teachers favor the individuali­
zation and automation of drill-and-practice by CA I (Zinn, 1967)0  
In the tutorial mode or instructional strategy, the computer is 
used to assist in the presentation of new material to the student· 
(Reckart et al o, . 1975) o The student/computer interaction is stil 1 
highly structured in that the sequence in which information is pre­
sented to the student and the expected student responses ar� totally 
controlled by the author (Stelzer, 1971). Advantages of presentation 
of information by computer include constructed response processing and 
flexibility in control and concealment of material (Zinn, ·1967). 
The third instructional s�rategy, dialogue, introduces new 
material under computer control, but the student/computer interaction 
is not predefinedo In this strategy, the student can enter comments, 
ask questions, ask for additional infonnation, and enter responses in 
free format o The instructional system is expected to respond to the 
student much as a human instructor would (Stelzer, 1971). Typically, 
the course writer has provided two or more stages of discussion.with 
some facts available on requesto A set ·of conditional ·statements 
programmed in the computer describes the dependency of computer 
replies on student responseso During the information gathering stage, , 
the course writer may sequence the availability of information& In 
the decision-making stage, the student is guided toward one of the con­
clusions or solutions acceptable to the course writer (Zinn, 1967).  
, 
The last computer instructional strategy is simulation and 
gaming. In this strategy, the computer assists in the simulation of 
some real world event, situation, or sequence of events or sit�ations. 
By interacting with the computer, the student can control or affect 
the-simulated events or processes. Simulation and gaming computer 
programs are models which may be used as an examination of decision­
making skills or practice for professionals on well-defined problem 
situations (Zinn, 1967)0 
Instructional Logics Used in CAI 
"Instructional logic'.' was defined as the method that is used to 
branch the student through the instructional material (Stelzer, 1971). 
There are three types of instructional logic: linear, adaptive, and 
learner-controlledo 
In the linear type of logic, there is no branchingo Every 
student is presented with exactly the same material in exactly the 
same sequence. The only individualization that takes place in this 
type of·logic is the time it takes a student to move through the 
material. 
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·Adaptive logic is one in which the branching decisions in the 
program are based on student perfonnance. If a student performs poorly 
on a computer drill, she/he may be routed to a remedial lesson stored 
within computer memory. 
In learner-controlled instructional logic t the material is 
organized like a map. A student may explore the "map" as she/he 
desires, choosing those topics or sections which are of interest to 
the student<» 
I 
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Different instructional strategies may be combined with·differ-
ent types of instructional logico The possibility of so many combinations 
makes CAI attractive to enterprising and innovative educators (Rockart 
et al., 1975) 0 
Current CAI Applications 
While few projects were well-documented, numerous uses of CAI 
in various disciplines were reported in the literature. The past 
several years ha�e been.a period of.exc.itement, of fascination with 
the computer itself, of the trying out of new ideas because the field 
was new and·relatively unexplored� Many of the projects reported were 
descriptive in nature (Armsey and Dahl, 1973). 
Work in CAI has been carried out at several institutions: 
·university of Illinois, Stanford University, University of Pittsburgh, 
Florida State University, University of Texas at Austin, and The Ohio 
State University. The PLATO project at the University of Illinois 
uses CAI at the college level as do the·programs at Florida and Texaso 
. . 
Other gro�ps are studying the use of CAI at the elementary and secondary 
levels in such subjects as mathematics, reading, ·and the natural 
sciences (Alpert and Bitzer, 1970; Loftin, 1974). Hawkins and Ney 
(1976) reported the use of CAI in training school administrators at 
Texas A & M University while Wassertheil (1969) described the teaching 
of statistics via CAI at the State University College at New Paltz, 
New York. 
Of all professional and graduate fields of study, the health 
professions are most active in developing the teaching applications of 
computers (Hunter et al., 1975). · At The Ohio State University Medical 
School, the first two years of underg�aduate medical education may be 
independent study or traditional curriculum. CAI is an important part 
of the independent study program. The University of Illinois is well 
known for its system entitled CASE, which simulates clinical 
encounters with patients. In CASE, the role of the patient is played 
by the computer with·the student performing diagnosis and prescribing 
therapy (Harless, 1971). A similar program for dietetic students is 
used at The Ohio State University. In this system, the computer acts 
as the patient with the dietetic student interviewing the "patient" 
for food preferences and diet counseling (Breese et al., .1977}. 
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The use of CAI with nursing personnel was considered a valuable 
educational tool for student nurses, and an important aid in continuing 
education ( Reed et al., ,1972). The use of CAI in preparing vocational 
education trainees for the General Educational Development (G.E.D.) 
tests was suggested by Stelzer (1971) since lecturing does not seem 
to be effective at this level of training. 
CAI is an important addition to the teacher's repertoire-of 
instructional techniques.· The technique is not held out as a panacea, 
but as a promising form of educati�nal technology with· the potenti_al 
of meeting some of.education's most pressing needs. 
Cost-Effectiveness of CAI 
The subject of the cost-effectiveness of instructional technology 
as compared to traditional teaching approaches is discussed �idely 
but poorly documented. Of 300 reports in the literature on cost­
effectiveness of instructional technology, only 32 were supported by 
empirical or quantitative data (Caffarella, 1975). The majority of the 
studies used television.as the instructional medium. Studies on 
other instructional strategies were limited. Use of data for compari­
son·with present-day costs is limited by spiraling double-digit 
inflation. 
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Cost comparison of computer-assisted instruction (CAI) with· 
traditionally-administered instruction (TAI) is extremely difficult 
because of lack of comparability across the two systems of instruction 
(Kopstein and·Seidel, 1968). The form of much published data on TAI 
does not permit a detailed breakdown of the various factors,-including · 
support activities, that may be considered in detenninjng cost per 
student hour. With respect to the relative effectiveness of CAI and 
TAI, reliable, obj_ectiye information is almost non-existento The few 
studies available are mostly unpublished and/or based on such small 
numbers of observations, restricted circumstances, and doubtful 
methodology as to make them inconclusive (Kopstein and Seidel, 1968). 
Seidel (1969) suggested that the question of CAI cost-effectiveness 
is the right question asked at the wrong time. The new era of "educa­
tional ·revolution" (of which present day CAI is but a beginning} 
cannot be bound by the constraints of the traditional classroom, the 
traditional school day, and traditional ·adminfstration of the educa­
tional system. Comparisons of cost-effectiveness between the traditional 
and the new, relatively undeveloped system, is hardly possible at this 
point in time. 
2.4: EVALUATION OF LEADERSHIP AND DECISION-MAKING ABILITY 
The assessment of leadership potential and decision-making 
ability has �en a topic of study for many years, with·little success. 
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Psychological research data do not identify or assess leadership ability 
(Gibb, 197 2a). Neither does the use of the case study method of 
teaching lend itself to easy evaluation. Three abilities are·taught· 
by the case study method which cannot be tested on an examination. 
(Hunt, 1951). The first is the ability to select from a group of facts 
those which are important and relevant to the problem situation. 
Second is the ability to consider adequately several ·alternatives in 
analyzing the problem. And third, there is no opportunity to test a 
stu�ent' s ability to use and build upon the ideas of others in a group 
discussion. 
Difficulty in assessing.the gain of knowledge through the use 
of a simulation game was reported by Livingston (1971). Teachers 
reported that while students were enthusiastic about the teaching 
technique and seemed to be learning from it, tests did not bear this 
out. One interpretation of this problem was that enthusiasm of students 
and teachers for the teaching device ,was not a val id predictor .of its · 
succes$ as measured by student perfonnance on tests or, the kind of 
learning that students and teachers get excited about is not measurable 
by an objective test. 
A review of standarized testing instruments relating to leader­
ship and decision-making ability revealed a limited number from which 
to select. Two appropriate test instruments were identified. 
Leadership Evalu�tion �nd Develripment Scale 
The Leadership Evaluation and Development Scale (LEADS), 
developed by Harley W. Mowry (1964), consists of eight human relations 
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cases, each followed·by several multiple-choice questions, giving 
44 questions in all. The cases present real problems and the questions 
which follow pose real. and difficult choices (Gibb, 1�72a). The 
correct or scoring answer for each question was determined by use of 
the test with 321 supervisory.personnel. Use of the test with intro­
ductory human relations courses was suggested. 
The LEADS test was utilized in one unpublished research study. 
with 1 1 3-production managerso Using.salary corrected for age and 
sen.iority as a criterion of leadership ability, LEADS correlated Oo 36 
with this criterion. Split-halves reliability, a measure of internal 
consistency of a test, as a result of this study was calculated as 
0.81. 
Leadership Opinion Questiorinaire 
The Leadership Opinion Questionnaire (LOQ), developed in 1960 
and revised in 1969, by Edwin A. Fleishman, provides a measure of 
two dimensions of supervisory leadership, Consideration and Structure. 
Fleishman {1969) stated that 
·Consideration ( C). Reflects the extent to which an individual 
is li kely to have job relationships with·subordinates character­
ized by mutual trust, irespect for their ideas, consideration of 
their.feelings, .and a certain warmth between the·individual and 
them. A high score is indicative of a climate of good rapport 
and two-way.communication. A low score indicates the individual 
is likely to be more impersonal in relations with group members. 
Structure (S). Reflects the extent to which an individual is 
li kely to define and structure his or her own role and those 
of subordinates toward goal attainment. A high score·on this 
dimension characterizes ·individuals .who play a very active 
role in directing·group activities through planning, communicating 
information, scheduling, crit1cizing, trying out new ideas, and 
so ·forth. A low score·characterizes individuals who are li kely 
to be relatively inactive in giving directions in these ways; 
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Fleishman stated that no cases were found in which low Consideration 
sco�es were associated with good performance (e.g., low turnover, 
good employee attitudes, low stress, or high profi ciency ratings). 
Thus, low Consideration scores were more indicative of an undesirable 
situation, whereas the Structure scores depended more on the 
situation. 
These two dimensions, · Consideration and Structure, were i ndepen­
dent • . based on factor analysis studies and correlations between the two 
dimertsions in 17 sample groups. While both dimensions are important, 
Considerati on was the more critical of the two. Thus, the programs 
which increase Consideration behavior are very likely to increase 
management efficiency (Gibb, 1972b). 
Reviewers of this instrument agreed that, despite the diffi­
culties, the LOQ is a well-made instrument with definite potential in 
training and traini ng evaluation ( Doppelt, 1965; Kirchner, 1965; Gibb, 
1972b ) , Use of t�e �OQ as a pre-pos� ��aining evaluation instrument 
was reconmended by Fleishman ( 1969) i n  the Manual for Leadership 
Opinion Questionnaire. 
CHAPTER 3 
MODEL FOR INCLUSION OF CAI AS A COMPONENT 
IN A D IETeTIC EDUCAT ION PROGRAM 
Implementafion of computer-assisted instruction into an educa­
tional program involves consideration of resources available. The 
dietetic educator facing the decision whether or not to utilize 
this instructional strategy should consider such aspects as availability 
of preper .computer equipment, adequacy of facilities for student access 
. . 
to the computer, and the availability of time, money, and expertise to 
support CA I lesson development. Consideration of these points enables 
the dietetic educator to assess the feasibility of implementing CA I. 
Lack of any one of the above basic components may. hinder or slow 
development · and implementation. 
3. 1. ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS 
A model (Figure 3. 1.) was developed for the inclusion of CA I 
in a dietetic education program. The starting point in this model 
involves assessing how effectively and efficiently competencies are 
currently being met in the educational program. Competencies are · 
defined as the skills, knowledge,· and behaviors to be demonstrated 
at a specified proficiency level by a student that are derived �rom 
explicit ·conceptions of the duties and responsibilities of a dietitian 
by experts in the field (Shanklin, 1976). Competencies of an entry­
level dietitian are identified by using such - documents as Tasks 
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Assessment of Need 
Formul ation of Priori ties 
No. 
Pl acement of CAI i nto Educationa l Framework 
Devel opment and/or Revi s ion 
of Di dact ic  Act iv i t ies 
Devel opment and/or Revi s i on 
of Cl i n ica l  Act iv i t ies 
Devel opment of CAI Lessons 
Fi gure 3 . 5 . 1  
No No 
Impl ementation of CAI Lessons 
Figure 3·. s .  1 
Eval uati on of  CAI Effecti veness 
No No 
Conti nued Use of CAI 
Fi gure 3 . 1 .  Model for Incl us i on of CA I i n  a Di eteti c  Educati on Program. 
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Required for Entry-Level Dietitians as Identified by Dietitians in 
West Tennessee (Lawson, 1973), proposed entry -level management 
competencies of the Dietetic Internship Council (1974), and Suggested 
Terminal Performance Objectives and Enabling Objectives for ADA 
Competencies in Ma�agement (Task  Force for Developing Competencies, 
1975). Use of competencies aids the educator in evaluation of student 
proficiency. 
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Input for assessment comes from students, .graduates of the 
dietetic program, professionals in the field, clinical and dfdactic 
instructors, professional staff in the clinical facilities, and other 
knowledgeabl e  individuals associated with the dietetic program. · 'Those 
competencies identified as not beri.ng satisfactorily achieved are 
candidates for alternative teaching methods such as CAI. 
3.2. FORMULATION O F  PRIORITIES 
The identified competencies are prioritized with consid�ration 
to those which are best met with · CAI as opposed to other instructional 
strategies . Applications of CAI in education are numerous ; however, 
time, money, .and expertise may be limiting factors in regard to the · 
sophistication of the CAI application in a particular dietetic pro­
gram . CAI is not xhe panacea for all teaching problems, but may be 
an exciting alternative to traditional approaches (Bork, 1969). 
One or more CAI strategies may be used to help meet a particular 
competency. When acquisition of ·facts and knowledge is of ·prime 
concern, tutorial CAI routines are utilized. The tytorial routine 
involves presentation of material to the student for the first time 
with· pri mary focus on acqui si ti on_Qf new facts_and concepts. Thi s  
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approach, whether simple or complex, i s  desi gned to largely replace the 
i nstructor i n  presenti ng facts. The objecti ve of · CAI at thi s  level i s  
to provide ·a si mple, straightforward, and indi vi duali zed approach in  
the acqu isi ti on of new material (Reckart et al. , 1 975). 
Dri ll-and-practi ce routi nes. are used in developi ng the student ' s  
s.!s_tll i n  the - use of a gi ven concept. Thi s  i nvolves leadi ng the student 
through a series of examples i n  whi ch she/he practi ces the materi al 
already learned. Tutori al and drill-and-practi ce routi nes may be 
combi ned to ai d i n  the student ' s  development of a competency . · An 
example . of th is  approach is  a CAI tutori al lesson on the ADA Exchange 
L ists followed by a dri ll-and-practi ce routine on diet calculation by 
the · exchange l ist method. · 
D ialogue and si mulation CAI routi nes are more complex , and are 
used to meet those competencies calli ng for ski ll i n  problem-sol vi ng 
and decisi on-maki ng. Such routines provi de access to problem-solvi ng 
tools and the student uses these to attack a problem. Not only is 
problem-solvi ng practi ced, but concepts and ski lls previously acqui red 
are revi ewed. An example of thi s  approach i s  the computer-si mulation 
encounters developed by the Medical Dietetics Di visi on at The Ohi o  
State Uni versity (Breese et al. , 1 977) . 
3. 3 .  PLACEMENT OF CAI INTO THE EDUCATIONAL ' FRAMEWORK 
CAI lessons are i ncorporated into a dieteti c educati on program 
i n  vari ous ways to supplement either didacti c · or ·cl ini cal acti vi ties .  
New material may be i ntroduced to students vi a CAI, with follow-up 
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discussions or activities to reinforce the learning experience. Or , 
new material may be introduced through various didactic or clinical 
activities with CAI acting as the reinforcing experience. Appropriate 
CAI routines may provide remedial work for students not meeting minimum 
competency levels , or act as "refresher courses" for students at any 
stage in the educational sequence. 
CAI is applicable in didactic activities in that it can do much 
to enhance , or make more meaningful , material presented in the class­
room. Although pressure of class size influences the method of 
teaching � the assumption often is made that one macro-instructional 
strategy (e.g. , lecture , discussion , laboratory) wil 1_ suffice for 
all students (Mitchell , 1973). CAI , used with · other instructional 
strategies , allows for individualization of instruction which no one 
inst�ctor might provide. 
Benefits of using CAI in relation to clinical activities are 
more indirect , but equally important. CAI may be used to make up 
for deficiencies in actual experiences available , as in simulating 
employee interviewing and/or counseling. Clinical instructors often 
find themselves acting as remedial teachers in the clinical situation. 
Students needing review of subject matter before embarking on a 
clinical activity might utilize appropriate CAI lessons , freeing the 
clinical instructor for other non-delegable tasks such as formative 
evaluation of students in the clinical setting , or assisting · students 
who have mastered required content to improve their clinical competence. 
Students are challenged most often in the clinical setting with 
' . 
various activities to improve judgment and critical thinking. CAI 
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dial ogue . and simulation routines might be an important part of clinical 
training , giving ·students the opportunity to practice problem-solving 
and decision-making in .a low risk environment . Students are thus 
better prepared to take advantage of actual problem-solving and · 
decision-making situations when these occur in the clinical facility . 
3 . 4 .  · DEVELOPMENT AND/OR REVI SION OF RELATED ACTI VITI ES 
Inc1 usion of CAI as a component in a dietetic education program 
requires development , revision and/or deletion of didactic and/or 
clinical activities . Some activities in either sector may require 
del etion to avoid duplication of effort or rearrangement of ·activities 
to act as an introduction to ,or a reinforcer of the CAI experience • 
. 3 . 5 . DEVELOPMENT OF THE CAI LESSONS 
Figure 3 , 2 shows in ·detail the steps of ·the development 
components of a model for inclusion of CAI in a dietetic · education 
program . 
Establishment of specific objectives for achieving a competency 
defines more clearly the need� to be met. One or more CAI lesson� 
may be needed to meet the objectives . These · 1 essons are used alone or 
in conjunction with other instructional strategies . 
The type of CAI strategy utilized depends on the objective (s) 
to be met . Tutorial , drill-and-practice , dialogue , or �tion and 
gaming are used separately or in combination to present information 
and/or develop skill . 
A review of the literature is used to ascertain the availability 
I denti fication of Spec i fi c  Objecti ves 
to Meet Competency 
Sel ection of CAI Strategy 
Rev iew of L i terature 
Co111TJerc ial  CAI Lessons In-House CA I Lessons 
Wri t i ng and/or Rev i s i on 
of CAI Lessons 
Prcgramni ng of CAI Lessons 
Pretesting of CAI Lessons 
No 
Lessons Avai l abl e for I nstruc ti onal 
Use 
Fi gure 3 . 2 .  Devel opment Component o f  a Model for Incl us ion o f  CAI 
i n  a Di etetic Educati on Program. 
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of commercially-developed CAI lessons which meet the s tated objec� 
tive (s) . Use of such lessons depends on availability of funds to 
purchase the lessons and compatability of these with available computer 
facilities . · Sources such as the Index to Computer Based Learning (1973) 
or Proceedings of a Conference on · computers in the Undergraduate 
Curricula (1970) provide much valuable information for the ·dietetic 
educator . If suitable lessons are available and the constraints of 
money and computer hardware are met, commercially-developed · lessons 
are used to meet the specified objective (s). 
If conrnercially-developed CAI lessons are not available to meet 
the · s tated objective (s), the in-hou se development of CAI lessons is 
neces sary . Choice of the CAI programming language is  a major considera­
tion. Several languages are available which allow teachers, if novices 
. to the computer, to translate material into ins tructional logic for 
the computer . The CAI programming language selected depends, also, 
on the computer sys tem used . Some examples of CAI programming lan­
guages are TUTOR, MENTO R, and Coursewriter III ( Hunter et  al . ,  1975). 
Coursewriter III, developed by International Business Machines ( 1973), 
. is the most widely used language and is designed for ·use by inexperienced 
programmers .  English i s  used in combination with two-letter operation 
codes which provides the instructions or commands to the · computer. · 
A workshop ·or shortcourse can be utilized to teach Coursewriter III 
to participants in a few days . 
As CAI programs become more comp lex or sophis ticated, consulta­
tion with a computer · programmer familiar with CAI i s  usually necessary 
during lesson development .  Such consultation increases development 
costs, but is justified by reducing frustration and wasted time which 
can easily discourage novice progranmers. The consultant also advises 
on the most efficient storage of the computerized instructional 
material, both during and after development, since utilization of 
computer core may be a major cost factor in CA I. 
The actual writing of a CAI lesson is a time-consuming part 
of the developmental process. Estimates of the effort required to 
develop the material vary, but most CA I experts suggest that 5 0  to 
1 0 0  hours of preparation is required for each hour of terminal time 
(Butman, 197 3). Background information for use in the lesson is 
gathered, · condensed, and put into the proper fonnat. The type of 
CA I strategy · utilized determines the organization of the instructional 
material. Writing of a tutorial lesson is similar to producing a 
lecture, whereas drill-and-practice CA I lessons take the form of a 
multiple-choice test. Dialogue and simulation strategies are more 
complex and devel opmental time is considerable. 
Programning . is done by the lesson writer, or by a trained 
computer programmer. The type of tenninal utilized affects the 
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degree of sophistication of the prQgrammed lesson material . The 
teletypewriter terminal is the most · comnon interactive terminal used 
for programming and is the least expensiv·e type of terminal . The 
teletypewriter terminal produces a hard-copy printout of the instruc­
tional material, a major advantage for the instructor and/or progranmer. 
The alpnanumeric cathode-ray-tube terminal (CRT) presents a 
full screen of data (approximately 2 0  lines) in a few seconds, and 
if equipped with an auxiliary printing device, also produces hard-copy. 
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The . CRT is especially useful to the progranmer to see data on the screen 
as the student will see it, whereas the hard-copy printout facilitates 
locating errors and making corrections, additions, or deletions in the 
program. 
Graphic terminals vary greatly in capability, but have · in 
comnon the ability to produce drawings as well · as text. Availability 
of this type of terminal expands the possibilities of CA I applications. 
Two types of pretesting of the finished CA I lessons insure 
smooth implementation. · The first type of pretesting is to check for 
content val idity of the instructional unit. This phase ·of pretesting 
is perfonned by experts in the ·particular subject matter area. Clarity 
of directions and/or situations presented to the student are examined 
to reduce possible misunderstanding or frustration. 
The second type of pretesting is commonly known as debugging. 
This type of pretesting reviews the programming l�gic and routines. 
All program features are checked for proper functioning by having an 
individual not familiar with the CAI lesson to go through the lesson, 
duplicating a student ' s  interaction with · the computer. Pretesting points 
up mistakes or weaknesses in the CA I lessons which the programmer and/ . 
or author may have overlooked (Hawkins and Ney, 1976). 
3. 6. IMPLEMENTAT ION OF THE CA I LESSONS 
The implementation component of the model for inclusion of CA I 
in a dietetic education progr�� is oytl :ined in Figure 3 .3 ,  Proper 
introduction and/or orientatio� of all persons involved with · the CA I 
�! 
component is an important aspect of implementation. The process 
Introduction of Facul ty to CAI 
Ori enta ti on of Facul ty to Computer 
Hardware 
No 
Introducti on of Students to CAI 
Orientati on of Students to Computer 
Hardware 
No 
Use of CAI Lessons by Students 
Figure 3 . 3 .  Impl ementati on Component o f  a Model for Incl us ion 
of CAI in a Dietetic  Educat;on Program. 
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follows the concept that learners generally find it more meaningful to 
move from the general to the specific ( Mager , 1967 ). Persons involved 
wj th_£J.\I receive an overview of CAI before progressing to the more , 
qetailed aspects of the instructional ,strategy . 
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Faculty support for the inclusion of CAI in a dietetic education 
program is important. A workshop ·or shortcourse on CAI may be the mos� 
economical way to introduce the instructional stra.tegy to faculty 
members as well as to teach the basics of CAI language and programming. 
Suggested topics for disc�ssion .include the definition of CAI , history 
of CAI development , the current "state of the art ,." uses of CAI , and 
advantages and disa�vantages of CAI over other strategies. 
The orientation of the faculty to the operation of the computer 
tenninal following the introductory overview encourages faculty to work 
with a terminal and experiment with simple CAI progra�s . Easy accessi­
bility to a terminal by faculty members makes such experimentation more 
likely . If possible , a terminal conveniently located near faculty work 
areas is suggested. 
Faculty members working .directly with students involved in a 
CAI project should be familiar with the lessons used . While students 
need not be supervised when they are actually using the computer , at 
least one resource person should be available .to answer student 
questions about technical problems or content . If participating 
faculty pretest each CAI lesson in the "student mode , 1 1  the faculty 
member then is acquainted with the overall CAI program and can anticipate 
student questions . 
Introduction of students to CAI follows the same sequence as the 
orientation of the faculty. A lecture or group discussion on CAI 
serves as a starting point. Presentation of an · overview of CA I as an 
instructional strategy is followed by a question-and-answer period. 
Students having previous experience with computer programming or with 
CAI should be invited to comment on their experiences with computers . 
The specific CAI lessons used by the students may be introduced and/ 
or briefly described at this time. 
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It is important for students to become familiar and comfortabl e 
with the use of the computer terminal. The introduction to the tenninal 
should be with small groups of students, so that each student will 
have a chance to experience interaction with the termina·l and receive 
feedback. Topics covered in this orientation include sign-on and sign­
off procedures, special features of the CAI lesson or program (e. g. ,  
use of the word "HELP "  te receive a correct answer, use of 11 ### 11 to 
permit re-entry of an answer ), and procedures to fol low if problems 
occur. 
Whether the CAI lesson used is a simple drill-and-practice 
I .  
routine, or a sophisticated simulation or gaming strategy, students 
may proceed at thei,r  own pace. Scheduling of actual interactions 
with the computer, however, ·may be done by a supervising faculty person 
or may be l eft up to the individual student. In some instances, 
terminals may be available only on a first-come, first-serve basis ; 
or, terminals may be reserved for use by a certain group of students 
at a specified time • 
. coordination of CAI activities with appropriate computer center 
personnel is important. The number of students able to utilize CAI 
at one time may be limited by the particular computer system used. 
Such coordination in the early stages of planning will assure smoother 
implementation ( Powell, 1976). 
3 .7. EVALUATION O F  THE E F FECT I VENESS O F  CAI . . . 
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Effective evaluation of CAI involves re-examinat ion of the 
o bjective (s) to be met through use of _the strategy. · Were the anticipated 
outcomes or behaviors cognitive or affective in nature? While the 
meeting of cognitive-type ·obj:ect ives is measured by a written test, 
measuring changes in the affec.tive domain is more difficult and sub­
jective. If minimum levels of acceptable performance for various 
areas are available, evaluation is easier. In evaluating the meeting 
of affectiye objectives, behavioral changes may not be immediately 
obvious. Delayed evaluation may cause the CAI effects to be clouded 
by other intervening variables. 
Students using CAI may be compared to a control group not 
exposed to CAI, or students may be compared against themselves as in 
pretest-posttest evaluation. Such comparisons indicate the effective­
ness of CAI as an instructional ttrategy. Students are often a good 
judge of the effectivene�s of the instructional strategy, and their 
perceptions and comments should be actively solicited. 
Either type of evaluation may indicate the need for CAI lesson 
revision and/or changes i� . progranvning. Periodic revision is necessary 
for some CAI lessons to up�ate the information pre�ented, or to 
incorporate suggestions for improvement made by reviewers or users of 
the lesson. 
If  i t  i s  ascertai ned that stated needs or objecti ves have not 
been met wi th the CAI i nstructional uni t , one or more changes are 
necessary as i ndi cated i n  the model ( Fi gure 3. 1 ,  page 20 ) .  Al terations 
i n  di dacti c and/or cl i ni cal activi ti es accompanyi ng the CA I l essons 
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may be requi red , revampi ng of the CAI component i tsel f ,  or reassessment 
of need for the l esson . The model provi des for conti nuous revi ew of 
not onl y the CA I component , but al so the rel ationshi p of the use of 
CAI to overal l program needs . 
CHAPTER 4 
PROCEDURE 
The purpose of the study was to develop and implement CAI­
simulated learning experiences in food systems administration as a 
means of providing dietetic students with difficult to obtain decis ion­
making experiences. Modules were deve 1 oped for the i nC'l us ion, 
development, and implementation of .CAI in a dietetic education program . .  
Assessment of competencies to be met by an entry-level generalist 
dietitian provided the basis for · development of four case study simu­
lations presented via CAI to students enrolled in a food systems 
administration course. Small-group discussions followed completion of 
each case study assignment. Effectiveness of CAI was measured by t.he 
use of three test instruments administered irrrnediately before and after 
the CA I experience. 
· 4 . 1. ASSESSMENT OF NEEDS 
Input for assessme�t of competencies needed i� food ·systems 
: administration came from several sources. A post-graduate questionnaire, 
regularly sent. to graduates of the coordinated dietetic program and their 
first employers one year after graduation, was mailed to 41 persons. 
Graduates. an·d their employers were asked to rate the adequacy of  the 
undergraduat� training in both nutrition and food .systems administration. 
Form B.l shows the food sy�tems administration section of the post­
graduate questionnaire sent to both the graduates and their first 
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employers .  The rating was on a scale of zero , i ndicating no preparation 
received or preparation completely inadequate, to four , indicating that 
completely adequate · training had been received .  In ·addition , graduates 
and employers were asked to assess the need for decision-making 
experiences for dietetic students in relation .to each administrative 
and clinical element listed. 
A need for upgrading experiences in .personnel management was 
indicated by the survey data . Graduates indicated a need for more 
opportunities for problem-solvi_ng atid decision-making in performing 
the personnel function. 
Discussions with dietetic coordinators and clinical instructors 
indicated a similar concern that the competencies i n  personnel manage­
_ment were not being fully met . Difficulty i n  meeting these competencies 
was attributed to three factors : unwi llingness of hospital adminis­
trators to delegate solving .of personnel problems to students ; , . \ ,,. . . 
reluctance of administrators to allow student surveillance and/or . . 
control of coun�el ing and/or di sci pl inary sessions , even with close 
supervision by dieteti c coordinators ;  and , lack of opportunities for 
. . . . 
s�udent participation in personnel supervi sion corresponding with stu­
dents • · schedules in clini cal fa·cHi ties. Lack of experience re�ulted 
in a cycle , in that lack of experience prevented student participation 
in  situations where experience could be gai ned. 
. . 
.4 . 2 . I DENTI FICATiON Of PRI ORITY COMPETENC I ES 
The need assessment results indicated prioritization of compe­
tencies in personnel management , with consideration of those that could 
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be partial ly  or ful ly  met via simul ated experiences . Three broad 
competencies rel ating to personnel management were identified from the 
l ist of Suggested Termina l  Performance Objectives and Enabl ing Objectives 
for ADA Competencies in Management ( Tas k Force for Developing Compe­
tencies , 1975) . A group of 20 professionals with an average of 15 years 
management experience , inc luding food service administrators , food 
systems administration facu lty ,  graduate students , c linical instruGtors , 
. , . . .. . . . . . 
and dietetic coordinators , comprised the panel of experts . A mai ling 
was sent to each panel member , consisting of a l etter of expl anation 
( Form B .2) ,  a listing of the three broad ADA competencies in personnel 
management ( Form B . 3) ,  and a questionnaire ( Form B . 4) . The questionnaire 
asked that each of .the three personnel management competencies he eval ua­
ted for importance to an entry- leve l generalist dietetian , preient l �vel 
of attainment by students , and appropriateness of substituting ·simu l ated 
experiences as a method of achieving greater competency . Each person 
was asked to prioritize the three competencies , pl acing first that com­
petency which she/he fe lt  should  be most emphasized with dietetic students . 
The competency stating that a student should  be able  to "app ly  
the princip les and practices of management of personnel in the pro- · 
curement , devel opment , maintenance and utilization of an effective 
and satisfied wor king force in foodservice systems" ( Task Force for· 
Devel oping Competencies , 1975) was rated the highest . The panel of 
experts indicated this competency was the most difficult  one for 
obtaining actua l experiences , and was the most li ke ly  candidate for 
effective use of CAI simul ation . 
' 
4. 3. PLACEMENT OF CAI INTO THE EDUCATIONAL FRAMEWORK 
For the highest rated competency, four tenninal performance 
- . . 
objecti ves (TPO 's) were i denti fied as appropriate objectives for the 
course FSA 4 1 40, Food Systems Personnel Development, taught w inter 
quarter of the senior year of  the coordinated dietet ics program o 
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I den ti fi cation of  enab 1 ing objectives for each TPO es tab li shed the 
constraints for the teach ing activities. Four study packages were 
developed cons i sting of prerequi site knowled�e acquired in the didact ic  
lectures, and required readings (Table C. 1)  • . Basi c  informat ion gained 
from these p rerequis ite learn ing experiences better prepared the stu­
dents for the . s imulated encounters. The CAI case studies were developed 
for re inforcement of the prerequi s ite knowledge. 
Fi fty-n ine students compri sed the FSA 4 1 40 class. · Table 4. 1 
shows a breakdown o f  the student populat ion. O f  the 59 students 
enrolled in the course, 1 1  were parti cipants in off-campus credit 
programs. These students rece ived lectures via v ideotape. Because 
these students did not have access to a computer system compatible with 
the CAI les·sons, the case studies were provi ded in a progranmed-learn ing 
boo klet. 
4.4. DEVELOPMENT AND/OR REVISION OF 
DIDACTIC ACTIVITIES 
Placement of CAI into the d idact ic course FSA 41 40 precip itated 
some revis i on in the course outl in� and· class activities. Because of 
the large number of st udents in the class, clin ical ins tructors were 
Table 4 .1. Classification of Students in FSA 4140, Food Systems 
Personnel Development ( N=59 ) 
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Classification of Group Number 
Undergraduate Students 
Dietetic Students 
On-campus 
Off-campus 
Food and Lodging Students 
On-campus 
Other Students 
On-Campus 
Off-Campus 
TOTAL 
*Students assigned to Chattanooga, TN . 
**Students participating in off-campus credit programs : 
6 in �hattanooga , TN 
1 in Jackson , TN . 
1 3  
4* 
28 
7 
7** 
59 
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as ked · to help · l ead 1;be '!mall•-group ·tttscussions -·�htcti ·followed each case 
study assignment . The clinical ·instruc�ors were well �qualified for 
this task because of their experiences in working with dtetetic stu­
dents on a small-group basis . 
4 . 5 .  DEVELOPMENT OF THE CAI LESSONS 
Identification of Specific Objectives to Meet Competency 
. .  
The tenninal performance objectives and enabling objectives 
designed to help meet the specified cofl1)etency in personnel management 
are listed in Table C . l .  The enabling objectives listed were used as 
guides in the identification of more specific objectives for the indi­
vidual case studies . 
Selection of the CAI Strategy 
Because of . the affective nature of the expected outcomes of 
TPO ' s, simulation was selected as the most suitable . CA I strategy . The 
aim of CAI simulation in this instance was to provide a learning 
environment representati ve of a realistic situation while allowing the 
s tudent to practice probl em-so l ving and decision-making in a l ow ris k  
envi ·ronment providing symbo 1 ic consequences • .,. .. • � 
Tutorial and drill-and-practice CAI routines were considered 
inappropriate techniques in this situation because the learning objec­
tives were affective, rather than cognitive in nature . · Limitations of 
time, equipment, and expertise hindered utilization of the dialogue 
CAI strategy . 
Review of Literature 
No commercial l y-developed CAI lessons appropriate for meeting 
the stated objectives in food systems administration were avai lable . 
As a result, in-house development of the simu lated situations was 
necessary . 
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The case study approach was selected as the method to teach 
problem-so l ving and decision-ma king . Computer simulation of case 
studies in library ·administration was uti lized by Zachert and 
Pantelidis ( 1971), and their format was chosen for organization of the 
computer simu l ations in FSA 4140. The case study organization is 
diagrammed in Figure 4. 1 .  Decision alternatives with subsequent con­
sequences a l lowed each student to work her/his way through a problem 
situation, thus simu lating a manager ' s  fol lowing through of a problem 
to its solution . · A l though the mode l in Figure 4 . 1 shows on ly three. 
decision al ternatives for presentation to the student, the number of 
alternatives may be increased . However, the case study writer must 
be aware of the geometric progression of the decision al ternatives 
and their subsequent consequences . 
Writing of the CAI Lessons 
Al though few pub lished case study situations re l ated specifical l y 
to food service operations, simi lar personnel problems were found to 
exist in all types of work settings .  Because of this simi l arity, two 
conman personnel problems described in the literature were adopted as 
the basis for Case Study Two, A Problem of Promotion (Anon ., 1972) 
and Case Study . Four, The Feud (Anon ., 1970) . The basic format of 
DECISION 
Al TERHATIVE CONSEQUENCE 
DESCR IPTION �.- DECISION H CONSEQUENCE I I OF CASE Al TERNA TI VE STUDY ' SITUATION ' 
' 
DECISION 
Al TERNATIVE 
figure 4.1 . Foraat of case Study Organ1zat1on. 
I 
f ..... i 
CONSEQUENCE � .-.  
CJ OTHER POSSIBLE Al TERNATIYES 
DEC ISION 
AL TERNA Tl VE I I CONSEQUENCE 
--
--
DECISION 
ALTERNATIVE I I CONSEQUENCE 
DEC IS ION 
AL TERNA Tl VE I I CONSEQUENCE ---
---
DEC ISION I Al TERNATIVE I CONSEQUENCE --
--
I DEC IS ION ALTERNATIVE I I CONSEQUENCE 
I DECIS ION 
Al TERNATIVE I I CONSEQUENCE 
�1 J������VE , ._. _.., CONSEQUENCE I _.. .....-
DECIS ION 
ALTERNATIVE I I CONSEQUENCE 
DECISION 
ALTERNATIVE I I CONSEQUENCE 
� POSSIBLE DECIS ION 
PATHWAY 
Adapted froa Zachert, M. J. IC. and Pantel idis .  Y. S. : A c011puter assisted sequential in-basket technique. Ed. Tech. 11 (12) : 44. 1971 . 
Case Study One, Sally's Staffing Problem (Chervenak, 1976) and Case · 
Study Three, Detennining Training Needs for a Food Service Operation 
{�aubenreich, 1976) were developed in  a food systems administration 
workshop for faculty and graduate students for the introduction of 
CAI- to the instructional process . 
In the development �nd refinement of the four case studies, · 
decision alternatives and subsequent consequences were selected to 
reflect various management · theories and styles presented to students 
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in both didactic and clinical components of their training o It was 
recognized imnediately that ·not every decision alternative or conse­
quence could be anticipated ; therefore, it was the prerogative of the 
knowledgeable case study developer to present those alternatives and 
consequences which were most realistic to the situation . · Brainstorming 
sessions with food systems administration graduate students and clinical 
instructors proved an effective means of obtaining alternative decisions 
and consequences . 
Because of the branching scheme of the case study organi zati-Qn ,. 
similar decision. alternatives and consequences were repeated at various 
points . Thus, students selecting different decision pathways sometimes 
obtained the same end result which reflected realistic outcomes as well 
as heightened student interest ·as various decision pathways were explored . 
PrograDl11ing of the . CAI Lessons 
The four case studfes were prograrnned in Coursewriter I I I  lan­
guage for use in an IBM 360/65 central processing unit . The case 
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studies were presented to students on Digital Corporation VT-50 
cathode-ray-tube terminals . 
Case studies also were organized and produced as progranmed­
learning boo klets for presentation to those students off-campus where . 
compatible computer facilities were unavailable . In using either the 
CAI case study or the _programned-learning boo klet , the student was 
presented with the case study situation and then required to select a 
decision alternative . When using . CAI , the consequence of the decision 
was · irrmediately reflected on the terminal screen , along with the next 
decision . alternatives . When using the programned-learning boo klet , 
the student was instructed to turn to a designated page in · tne book­
let to see the consequence and the next decision alternative .  Thus , 
the student worked her/his way through the problem situation whether 
using the computer or the ·programmed-learning boo klet . 
Pretesting .of the CAI Lessons 
Two forms of pretesting for each case study was done . Case 
studies were reviewed for conteht validity by a panel of experts, com­
posed of clinical in�tructors and food systems administration faculty 
before presentation to the students . In order to familiarize the 
reviewers with all possible decision alternatives and consequences , an 
abbreviated version of each complete case study , -using the format in 
Figure 4 . 1 was provided . This overall outline enabled the reviewers 
to v·isualize all possible decision pathways . 
Debugging of the computerized case studies was·· done by the 
researcher -�nd . the computer consultant . Food systems administration 
graduate students pretested the CAI case studies in the . "student mode" 
to detect a�y progranrning errors or other problems missed by the 
progranmers . 
4. 6. IMPLEMENTAT ION OF THE CAI LESSONS 
Introduct,on of Faculty to CAI 
Introduction of the faculty to CAI was begun in the surmier of 
1 976 prior to ifll)lementatnon of the CA I component in January, 1977. 
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An eight-day shortcourse on CAI was held for food science, nutrition, and 
food systems administration faculty and graduate students . Discussion 
on the definition of CAI, history of development, and "state of the 
art" was led by a consultant in CA I development on the faculty of the 
Department of Computer Science, The University of Tennessee, Knoxville. 
Application of CA I to the fields of food science, nutri tion, and food 
systems administration was discussed by the researcher. The remainder 
of the course was spent in teaching the basics of Coursewriter I i i 
programning language, with course participants urged to develop a short 
CAI lesson in their subject matter area. 
Orientation of Faculty to Conputer Hardware · 
Shortco urse participants were introd�ced to the operation of· the 
computer terminal early in the course . Saq>le CAI lessons, including 
one of the case study simulations, were provided to aid in the orien­
tation process . Any problems encountered with programming or with the 
operation of the terminal were ·address�d by the . shortcourse leaders 
each day -in ·cl ass. 
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Two co"l)uter ·t.ermi nal s ,  ·a  Di gi tal · Corporation L�36 DECwri ter I I  
hard-copy i nteracti ve termi nal and a Datamedi a E l i te 1 520 vi deo terminal , 
were i nstal l ed i n  the Food Science ,  Nutri tion , . and Food Systems 
Admi n i strati on department for the conven ience of · the facul ty .  Facu l ty 
members were urged to us·e the termi nal s for · experimen tatio n and CAI  
· ·· l esson devel opment .  Several short CAI l es sons. i n  bo th n utri tion and 
food sys tems admi n istration were , developed by parti·cipati ng facu l ty 
and i ntroduced i nto the i'nstructi onal program . 
Introdaction of· Students to CAI 
. · Di etetic s tudents-·were· introduced to CA I · duri ng · the fa l l  qua rter , 
1 976 , by the use of a tutori al dri l l -and-practi ce les�on on the ADA 
. .  , •  
Excha·nge Li sts {Can ter,  1 975 ) • . Sma l l  gro ups o f  e i ght · ·to ten studen ts 
were ori ented to ·the use of the computer termi nal · by, the researcher and 
the computer cons ul tant . The students were encourag�d- to us e the l esson 
as a revi ew tool throughout the q uarter . · Food ·a nd . l odgi ng �  di eteti c �  
and graduate students enrol l ed i n  FSA 41 30 ,  Food Sys tems Admi ni stration , 
. . 
duri ng  fa l l  quarter , 1 976 , a l so · uti l i zed · a Fortran comp uter · program 
s i mul ati ng the fl ow of customers through ·a cafeteri a · servi n g· l i ne and the 
effect on en tree servi ng time : The se experi ences · w i th· the computer 
enabl ed studen ts to unders .tand the capabi l i ti es and benefi ts of 
computer access ; as wel l as an appreci ation of some· of the probl ems 
that occur when worki ng w ith a · computer sys tem . 
Students i n · FSA 41 40 , · wi nter q uarter , were i ntroduced to · CA I i n  
a l ecture . Beca use FSA 4 1 30 i s  a prerequi s i te · to FSA 41 40 ,  al l s tuden ts 
i n  the cl as s had· previ ous ly been · exposed to some computer i nteraction ;  
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only the dietetic  students, however, had previo us ly' utn:·iz·ed CA L Areas 
covered in the introductory lecture included ·a def init ion of CA I, a 
· sh.art history of its, davelepment .. .  current appl i cattons of CAI in 
various di s e1pt�, · arrd -attvarrtages· of' CAJ·-as an tnstruct ional · stra­
tegy. Because student connect time wh i le "signed-on" to the computer 
was a cost factor in the CAI project, th is aspect also was discussed 
w ith the students . Students then were introduced to the CAI exper ience 
in wh ich they were to be involved as a part of the course . T ime was · 
allowed for a quest ion-and-answer sess ion . After the introductory 
lecture and discussion, class members were scheduled to attend small­
group orientation sessions at which operation of the computer terminals 
was demonstrated. 
Orientation of Students to Computer Hardware 
Arrangements were made w ith the Un ivers ity of Tennessee, 
Knoxville, Comput ing Center for reservation of a room contain ing ten 
Digital Corporation VT-50 cathode-ray-tube computer terminals . Th is 
room was reserved for the small -group orientat ion · sess ions, as well 
as for var io us hours during the peri od the case studi es were used . 
Students also had access to any of the approxi mately 50 terminals 
located on can{)us at hours outs ide the· reserved t imes, but on a first­
come, first-serve bas is . Reservation of the· tenninal' room guaranteed 
a period of uninterrupted use of terminals by FSA 41 40 class� rnembers . 
Small-group orientations were · one-hour sess ions .. cons is ting of 
e i ght to ten students led · by the researcher and the· computer con­
sultant. Student conirntet numbers were ass i gned and op·eration of the 
terminal was deroonstrated . Students then practiced "signing on" and 
"signing off" with the help of the orientation leaders . Possible 
problem situations concerning terminal operation were outlined along 
with possible solutions o The small size of the group allowed each 
student the opportunity to work at her/his own terminal , experiencing 
interaction and receiving in111ediate feedback from the orientation 
leaders if questions arose or problems were encountered .  
Off-campus students received ·the introductory CAI ·lecture 
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via videotape and so were familiar with the activities of their on­
campus counterparts . Use of the progranmed-learning booklets was 
explained by the researcher and the FSA 4140 course instructor . Speci­
fied times were designated for teleconference cal ls to discuss the 
case study simulations . 
Use of CAI Lessons by Students 
The sequence of  events· an .individual student followed in- pro­
gress ion ·�th rough ·the CAI experience ts shown in· Figure 4 .  2 .  As seen 
in Table . C ·. 1 ,  case studies were assigned during a three-wee k period 
fol l owing p rerequisite l earni·ng- · experiences . · usually ·t here was a 
three to four day period between assignment of the case study and the 
follow-up small-group discussions . The assignment usually was made 
at the end of the week for completion by the beginning _of the following 
week . This intervening time period allowed students ample access to 
computer facilities according to each student 's  own schedule . 
As ' each student proceeded through a case study prob 1 em , she/he 
was asked to record each decision on a preprinted ·answer sheet 
• 
o;dactic 
Mater;a1  
No 
Pretests 
Independent 
Study 
Case Study Simul ation 
Group o; scuss i on 
No 
Posttests 
Fi gure 4 . 2 .  Sequence o f  Events for a Student Parti c i pati ng 
i n . Case Study Simul ati ons . 
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( Form D . 1 ) .  The answer sheet -was devel oped i n · .  l i eu of : hard-copy 
pri n tout so the s tudent- cou1 ct- - have a record· of  her/his  dec i s ion path­
way . Space was · provt ded for · the student · to · record the rati onal e for 
each deci s i on made , al ong wi th conments for di s cuss i on and overa l l  
reaction to the case study . The answer sheets were uti l i zed duri ng 
the smal l -group di scus s i ons and s ubmi tted to the i ns tructor after 
compl eti on of the ass i gnment .  
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After comp l eti on of each case s tudy ,  a porti on of the · fol l owi ng 
c 1 ass period  was uti li zed for sma 1 1 -group di scuss i ons of the case 
study s i tuati on .  Gro ups of e i ght to ten s tudents met to share the i r  
deci s i on-maki ng experi ences and · rati onal es · with fe l l ow c l ass  members 
and a group di s cus s i on l eader . 
Group · di scuss i ons · al so · were conducted wi th off�campus s tuden ts 
by · means of a scheduled tel econference . Thi s  arrangement' a l l owed the 
i nstructor to di scuss  dec i s i ons and rationale·s wi th the group ·, gui di ng 
the encounter wh i l e ·a l lowi ng the part i ci pants to share- thei r· · v iews o 
4 .  7 .  ·EVALUATION · OF CA I : EFFECTIVENESS 
Two standardi zed tests , the Leadersh i p Eval uatior{ and Deve l op-
ment· Sea 1 e { LEADS ) and the Leadership ·Opi n ton Questionna·i re ( LOQ ) ·, were 
· .. · ': 
used as pretest-posttest i nstruments to determi ne the e�fecti veness 
of  the CAI component .. The two i nstrurnents were used· to . � s ��ss change . ' . . . 
i n  manageri al deci s i on-making abil ity and i n  the· l eadetshi p d imensi ons 
defi ned as Cons i deration and Structure . ,. : : 
, . .  
A thi rd eval uati on tool�  known as the Sel f� Perce�ti o� of Confi ­
. d.�nce { SPOC ) Scal e ( Form D·. 2 ) , was des i gned to meas ure· student· confi dence 
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i n  si tuations relating to personnel management. SPOC was developed 
usi ng the basi c concept of an i nstrument known as a "comfort scale" 
obtained by the researcher i n  materi al di stri buted at a CA I workshop 
(Use of the Computer in Di eteti cs, 1975). Although the term 
"confidence" appears to be the term best sui ted for assessment of a 
managerial trait, the term "comfort" was retai ned in  the body. of the 
i nstrument si nce li mi ted reli abi li ty wi th use of the term had pre­
viously been established at The Ohio  State University. 
The SPOC scale cons isted of 15 short phrases, each descri bi ng 
a si tuation relating to personnel management. The descri pti ve phrases 
were checked for content vali di ty and clari ty of expressi on by food 
systems admini stration faculty members. Students were asked to rate 
their comfort (confidence) on a scale of one to fi ve, one meaning 
1
1very · uncomfortable 11 to fi ve meani ng "very comfortable." Rati ngs from 
the 15 si tuation then were wei ghed, totaled, an an average computed, 
gi ving a confi dence score for each student. The SPOC scale was used 
as a pretest�posttest evaluati on instrument to assess change i n 
confidence after the CA I case study experience. 
The range, mean, and standard devi ati on were computed for class 
scores on the three evaluation instruments. A Student ' s  t-test was 
used to test for si gni fi cant di fferences i n  pretest and posttest scores 
wi thin student groups (e. g. di eteti c students, · food and lodg ing students, 
other students) for all three evaluation · i nstruments. A z-test was 
used to test for si gni fi cant di fferences i n  pretest and posttest scores 
for the class as a whole for all three evaluati on instruments. A 
bi seri al correl ati on coeffi cient was ·coq>ute·d wi th· student · scores on 
each of the th ree eval uation· ins truments and the· fo·rced di chotoll\Y of 
s upervi sory· work experi ence-;..no supervtsory wo rk experi en ce . A 
Spearman ' s  Rank-Di fference Corre l at ion Co�ffi c ient al so was computed 
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to asses s co rrelation· between the ·p retest and posttes t scores for each 
eval uati on i ns trument . ·-· A ·Pearson·· Product;.;Moment Corre lation Coeffi ci ent 
was cofl1)uted to check for carrel ati on · between the· ·posttest scores for 
each instrumen t· and: · student··grade poi nt average . 
Profi l e  and Cost Data · 
Profi l e  data were col l ected on each student pri or to begi nni ng 
the s tudy . A profi l e  data sheet ( Fann D . 3 ) was devel oped to gai n  spe­
ci fi c  i nformati on from student parti ci pants . Infonnati on co l l ec ted · 
i ncl uded personal descri pti ve i nformati on , previ o us management co urse­
wo rk, previ ous supervi sory work ·experi ence , an d previ ous exposure to 
CAI . The /i nformation was us ed to descri be the FSA 4 1 40' cl ass popul a­
tion and as a bas i s  for the b i seri al and Pearson ·Product;..Moment 
corre 1 ati ons . 
Cos t  data for the s tudy al so were comp i l e d .  Thts · i ncl uded cos t  
o f  cofll)uter termi nal s for de vel opmen t of CA I l es sons , cos t  of  cons ul ­
tant/progranmer ti me ,  cost  of  use of  .. compute·r· core , and· cos t  of . 
s tudent connect ti me .  
CHAPTER 5 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Personnel management competencies required of an entry-level 
generalist dietitian were identified and prioritized. The competency 
assigned top priority by a 2 0-menber panel of food service managers 
and achinistrative dietitians related to the development of an 
effective and satisfied working force in a foodservice system. This 
competency was used as a basis for the development of four food ser­
vice personnel management case· study simulations.� A seven-member 
panel, composed of food systems administration faculty and' clinical 
instructors, checked the case.studies for content validity before 
presentation to the students. Fifty-nine students , enrolled in FSA 
4140, Food Systems Personnel Development, winter quarter , 1977, parti­
cipated in the simulations presented via CAI and programmed-learning 
booklets. 
Each case study simul ation was based on terminal performance 
objectives and enabling objectives designated to help meet the 
selected personnel management competency { Task Force for Developing 
Competencies, 1975). Case studies were designed to reinforce learning 
acquired in class lectures �nd required reading ·asstgnments. 
The importance of measurement of employee productivity and 
evaluation ·of employee performance was stre�sed in Case Study 
-One, Sa1T y 1 ·s · Staffing Problem. Maintenance of the work force through 
:per.sonnel · schedultng was . "also .�rriphasized. · .The case study situation was 
. . 
clesigned _to demonstrate some of the problems which might occur in a 
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food service operation due · to underproductivity ·, poor work center 
arrangement ,  inadequate schedu ling ,  and ineffective supervision . 
Students were guided through an analysis of staffing needs in working 
toward the so lution . 
The management functions of recruiting , interviewing , hiring , 
orienting , training , appraising , ·and terminating were the focus of 
Case Study Two , A Problem of Promotion . The student was required 
to uti lize knowl edge gained from a c lass l ecture on emp loyee se lection 
and promotion and required readings to arrive at a so lution . The 
case study was designed to promote awareness of the factors considered 
in emp loyee selection and/or promotion , and the importance of communi­
cation between an administrator and her/his  emp loyees . 
The terminal performance objective re l ating to the development 
of orientation , in-service training , and education programs for 
personnel was the basis for Case Study Three , Determining Training 
Needs _for a Food Service Operation . The case study focused on 
methods of emp loyee training ,  factors considered in selection of 
a training method , and the importance of emp loyee cooperati9n to the 
success of a training program . 
Human rel ations was the central theme of Case Study Four , 
The Feud . Faced with the problems of two long-standing ·emp loyees who 
argue con stantl y ,  · the student was required to uti lize know ledge of 
employ�e hierarchial needs , job satisfaction , and motivation theory . 
The effect of emp l oyee rapport on mora le and produ�tivity was empha­
sized , and the role of the food service administrator as a counsel or 
was highlighted . 
Students worked independently on each case study. Twenty to 
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30 minutes was required for completion of each decision-making activity 
and the accompanying answer sheet . Three to five decisions for each 
case study were required of the student before completion of the 
simulation. 
5. 1. SMALL-GROU P DISCUSSIONS 
Feedbac k  was provided in small -group discussions with fel,low 
class members and a group discussion leader following completion of 
each case study simulation. Each case study situation was reviewed 
with the discussion leaders prior to the discussion sessions. A 
sunmary sheet consisting of a description of the problem situation 
along with abbreviated versions of each decision alternative and 
consequence were prepared by the ·researcher for use by the discussion 
leaders during the group interaction period. An example of such a 
surmnary sheet is shown in Figure C. 2. 
The small-group , consisting of eight to ten students with the 
discussion leader , offered the student� an opportunity to share their 
decision-making experiences and rationales for their decisions. Within 
each group , varying opinions on how to solve the problem were related 
to the management theories presented in the prerequisite learning 
experiences . The group discussions aided the students in the develop­
ment of problem analysis and communication s kills , as well as respect 
for and utilization of the ideas of others. 
Because of the constraints of class time and course demands , 
the discussions were limited to approximately 20 to 30 minutes: An 
increase in the amount of time allotted to the discussion period would 
al low more in•depth analysis of the · probl em presented and further 
opportunity for development of s kil ls o 
5 .2 0  EVALUATION O F  STUDENT .PERFORMANCE 
Eva luation of the effectiveness o f · CAI was ass·essed· by the use 
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of  three test instruments , · the� Leadership Eva luation and· Development 
Scale ( LEADS) , the Leadership Opinion Q uestionnaire (LOQ) , and the 
Self- Perception of Confidence (SPOC) Scale . The tests were administered 
illlllediately before and· after the CAI exposure . A 3l �day time period 
occurred between pretest and posttest administrations of the three 
test instruments . Student scores arranged by student cl assifications 
(dietetic ,  food and lodging ,  other) on pretest and posttest 
administrations of the three test instr uments is shown in· Tab l e  A . l . 
Whether or not each student had ·previous ·· supervisory work experience 
i s a 1 so i ndi ca te d .  
Leadership Evaluation and Development Scal e (LEADS ) 
Managerial decision-making ability of the students was assessed 
, ,by use of the LEADS instrument .  A l l  four of the case s tudy · simul ations 
I , 
were designed to give students additional experience in managerial 
decision-making . Table 5 . 1  shows the LEADS pretest and posttest 
scores for students in FSA 41 40 ,  Food Systems Personnel Development . 
Using the Student 's t�.test for analysis , an increase i.n score , 
significant at p � .05 ,  was noted with · the dietetic students . 
Significant changes from pretest to posttes·t scores were not evident 
with other student classi�cations or the total student ·group . 
Table 5 . 1. Leadership Evaluation and Development Scale ( L EADS ) Pretest-Posttest Scores for Students . 
Participating in Case Study Simulations via Comput�r-Assisted I nstruction and PrograJT111ed­
Learning . Booklets in FSA 4140 , Food Systems Personnel · Development 
Student Classification 
Undergraduate Students 
Dietetic Students 
Food and Lodging Students 
Other Students 
TOTAL 
N 
17 
28 
14 
59 
*Total Possible Score = 44 . 
Pretest Scores* 
-s-ta-· n_d_a_r_d 
Range Mean Deviation 
14-34 
17-37 
21-38 
17-38 
27 
28 
29 
28 
· :.·. ,: 
,,,. ;�·. : . .  
4 . 6 
5.0 
4 . 8  
4 . 9  
**Significant at p � . 05 ( Student ' s  t-test ).  
Po�tte�t Scores* · 
Standard 
Range Mean Deviation 
20-36 
16-35 
21-37 
20-37 
29** 
27 
29 
28 
5 . 2 
5 . 4  
5 .  1 
5 . 4  
u, 
Q\ 
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The LEADS pretest and posttest scores for students  in FSA 41 40 
corresponding to norms given for the LEADS test in the Preliminary 
Manual for LEADS ( Mowry , 1964) is  shown in Table A.2. The norm mean 
score for the · LEADS instrument was 25. The. FSA 41 40 class mean for 
both the pretest and posttest administrations was 28 , . indicating that 
the class scored in the 70th percentile. 
A Spearman ' s  Rank-Difference Correlation of the pretest and 
posttest LEADS scores showed a rho correlation coefficient of 0.75. 
Student scores tended to fall in the same ranked position on the pre­
test and posttest administrations. When LEADS 'pretest scores were 
correlated with the forced dichotomy of supervisory work experience -
no supervisory work experience , a biserial correlation coefficient of 
0. 51 was computed. LEADS posttest scores correlated 0. 39 with the same 
variable. No significant difference was  found between the two correla­
tions , indicating that the case study simulations affected both groups 
of students_ (those with work experience and those without work 
experience) similarly . A Pearson , Product-Moment Correlation of 0 .24 
was compuated between posttest LEADS scores and student grade point average 
Pretest and posttest scores by student classifications are shown 
in Table A. 1. Of the 59 class member s ,  31 improved their L EADS score by 
one to eight points. Twenty-three of the 59 students decreased their 
LEADS score by one to nine points , while 5 of the 59 class  members showed 
no change from pretest to posttest . Of the 31 class members without pre­
vious work experience , 1 6  ( 52 percent) increased their LEADS score , 1 1  
(35 percent) decreased their LEADS score , and 4 ( 1 3  percent) remained 
unchanged. Of the 28 students having previous wor k experience , 1 5  ( 54 
percent) increased their LEADS score , 12 ( 43 percent) decreased their 
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score, and 1 ( 3  percent) remained unchanged from pretest to posttest 
administrations. 
Students attributed decreases in test scores to reasons such 
as attempts to remember answers from the pretest administration rather 
than carefully reassessing the problem presented, lack of interest 
in  performing well on the second administration, or poor attitude the 
day of the test. 
Leadership Opinion Questionnaire (LOQ) 
The LOQ instrument measured two dimensions of leadership, 
Consideration and Structure. The Consideration dimension was parti­
cularly stressed in the case studies A Problem of Promotion and 
The Feud. Good relations with subordinates was an important factor 
in both case study situations. The Structure dimension was high­
lighted in the case studies Sally ' s  Staffing Problem and Deter-
mining Training Needs for a Food Service Operation, in which organi­
zation, ·planning and scheduling were emphasized. Pretest and posttest 
Consideration scores for FSA 414 0  students are shown in Table 5 . 2, 
while Table 5. 3 shows the pretest and posttest Structure scores . 
Using the Student ' s  t-test for analysis, no significant change from 
pretest to posttest scores were evident in either Consideration or 
Structure. 
Consideration and Structure pretest and posttest scores· for 
FSA 414 0  class members corresponding to norms given for Consideration 
and Structure in the Manual for the Leadership. Opinion Questionnaire 
(Fleishman, 1969) are shown in Table A.3 and Table A. 4, respectively . 
Eighty-one percent of the class scores correspond to the average to 
high verbal description groups in Consideration on the pretest, while 
Tabl e  5 .2 .  Leadership Opinion Questionnaire { LOQ-)--Consideration Pretest -Posttest Scores for Students 
Participating in Ca se Study Simu l ations via Computer-Assisted Instruction and Progranmed 
Learning Boo klets·· in · FSA 4140, : Food Systems Personnel Deve l opment  
Pretest Scores* · Posttest Scores* 
Standard 
-
Standard 
Student C l assification N Range Mean Deviation Range Mean Deviation 
Undergraduate Students 
Dietetic Students 16 43-65 55 5 .6 43 .. 62 54 5 .  1 
Food and Lodging Students 28 43 -66 54 5 .6 39-70 54 8 . 0 
Other Students 1 4  49-65 56 4 .9 46 -65 56 6 . 6 
TOTAL 58 43 -66 55 5 .6 39-70 55 6 . 7  
*Total Possible Score � 80 . 
. -� 
u, "° 
Table 5. 3. Leadership Opinion.Questionnaire (LOQ)--Structure Pretest- Posttest Scores for Students 
Participating in.Case ·study Simulations via Computer-Assisted Instruction and Programned 
Learning Booklets in FSA 4140, Food Systems Personnel Development · 
Pretest Scores* Posttest Scores* 
· Standard Standard 
Student Classification N Range Mean Deviation Range Mean Deviation 
Undergraduate Students 
Dietetic Students 16 24-55 46 4 . 6  37-54 46 4 . 4  
Food and Lodging Students 28 38-61 50 5 . 4  37-60 48 5.6 
Other Students 1 4  41-57 48 4 . 3  39-57 47 5.0 
TOTAL ·58 34-61 48 5.2 37-60 47 5.3 
*Total Possible Score = 80 . 
°' 
0 
74 percent ranked average to very high on the posttest as seen in 
Table A. 3. 
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Sixty-seven percent of the class ranked average to high in Struc­
ture on the pretest, whereas 49 percent of the class scores corresponded 
to the average to high descriptions on the posttest, as shown in Table 
A. 4. Fifty-one percent of the class scored in the low to very low 
categories in Structure on the posttest. In a study described in  the 
Manual for the Leadership Opinion Questi onnaire (Fleishman, 1969), a 
large electronics company utilizing the LOQ found its managers gravi­
tating toward the high Consideration-low Structure pattern. Since a 
high Consideration-high Structure pattern was desired, more material 
on planning and organizing was added to the company ' s  training program. 
As a result, an increase in the Structure dimension was noted in subse­
quent evaluation. A similar trend in the FSA 4140 class scores could, 
therefore, indicate a need for more instruction or experience on the 
planning and organizing functions of management. 
. A Spearman I s R·ank-Di fference Corre 1 at ion of the · Consideration 
pretest and posttest scores gave a rho correlation coefficient of O o 59. 
Correlation of the Structure pretest and posttest scores also gave a 
rho correlation coefficient of 0.59. 
Using the biserial correlation for supervisory work experience­
no supervisory work experience with the Consideration pretest scores, · 
a correlation of 0.35 was found. · Posttest scores correlated 0.4l 
with the variable. A significant difference was not found between the 
correlation coefficients, indicating that the simulation exercises 
affected all students in the same manner, regardless of previous work 
experience. Pretest Structure scores correlated -0.02 with the vari able 
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of supervisory work experience - no supervisory work experience , while 
posttest scores correlated -0.22. Again , no significant difference 
was found between these correlation coefficients. The negative correla­
tion coefficient possibly indicates that students with work experience 
tended to exhibit fewer of the Structure characteristics than students 
without work experience . 
A Pearson· Product-Moment Correlation indicated no relationship 
between Consideration scores and student grade point average. Likewise� 
no relationship was found between Structure scores and student grade · 
point average. 
Of the students completing the LOQ , 20 of the 58 increased their 
Consideration score by 1 to 25 points as shown in Table A .1. Thirty­
three of the 58 students decreased their Consideration score by 1 to 
14 points. Five students did not change their Consideration score from 
pretest to posttest administrations. Comparison of pretest and post­
test Structure scores showed that 20 of the 58 students increased their 
Structure score by 1 to 7 points , while 34 of the 58 students decreased 
their score by 1 to 14 points , and four remained unchanged from 
pretest to posttest administrations. 
Of the 30 class members completing the LOQ who did not have pre-
vious supervisory work experience ,  11 ( 37 percent )  increased the fr Con­
sideration score , 18 ( 60 percent) decreased their . Consjderation score , 
and one remained unchanged. Of the same 30 people , 13 (43 percent ) in­
creased their- -Structure · score , 16 ( 53 percent ) decreased their Structure 
score , and one remained unchanged from pretest to posttest administration . 
A comparis?n of pretest and posttest scores for the 28 students 
having · previous supervisory work experience showed that 9 ( 32 percent ) 
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increased their Consideration score, 15 (54 percent) decreased their 
Consideration scores and 4 (14 percent) remained unchanged from pretest 
to posttest administrations. Of these · 2a students, 7 ( 25 percent) in­
creased their Structure score, 18 (64 percent) decreased their Struc­
ture score, and 3 (11 percer.t) showed no change. 
Developers of the LOQ indicated that the most desirable situa­
tion occurred when supervisors were average to high in both Considera­
tion and Structure (Fleishman, 1969). FSA 414 0  students satisfied 
this statement in the Consideration dimension, but tended to be low 
in Structure, both before and after the CAI simulations. 
Self-Perception of Confidence (SPOC) Scale 
All four case study simulations were designed to aid students in 
developing and/or gaining comfort (confidence) in personnel management 
problem situations. Pretest and posttest SPOC scores for students in 
FSA 414 0  are shown in Table 5.4. Using the Student ' s  t-test for analy­
sis, . an increase in cqmfort (confidence), significant at p .s. .05, was 
noted with the food and lodging students. A z-test indicated an 
increase in score significant at p .s. . 01 for the class as a whole. 
A Spearman ' s  Rank-Difference Correlation between pretest and 
posttest scores gave a rho correlation coefficient of 0.64, indicating 
a tendency for students who rated themselves high to continue to do so. 
Biseri al correlation for pretest SPOC scores with the dichotomy of work 
experience-no . work experience showed a · correlation of 0.1 2, while corre­
lation of �osttest SPOC scores was 0.11: · There was no significant differ­
ence ·in the two correlation coefficients. The CA I case study simulations 
- --
Table 5 . 4 .  Self-Perception of Confidence ( SPOC ) Scale# Pretest- Pos�test Scores by Students Participa­
ting in Case Study Simulations via Computer-Assisted -Instructions and Programmed-Learning 
Booklets in FSA 4140, Food Systems Personnel Development 
Pretest Scores 
Student Classification N Range 
Undergraduate Students 
Dietetic Students 17 2 . 0-4 . 8  
· Food and Lodging Students 28 2 . 3 -4 . 1 
O ther Students 14 3 .0-4 . 9  
TOTAL 59 2 . 3-4 .9 . 
*Significant at p � - . 05 (Student ' s  t-test ) .  
**Significant at p � .01 (z-test ) .  
I 
#SPOC Scale : 1 = Very uncomfortable 
2 = Fairly uncomfortable 
3 = Neutral 
4 = Fairly comfortable 
5 · = Very comfortable 
Standard . 
Mean Deviation 
3 . 5  0 . 44 
3 . 4 0 . 40 
3 .7 0 . 54 
3 . 5  0 . 47 
Posttest Scores 
Standard 
Range Mean Deviation 
2 .2-4 .6 3 . 7 0 . 54 
2 .6-4 . 3  3 . 5* 0 . 43 
3 . 1-4 .7 3 . 8 0 .  51  
2 .2-4 .7  3 . 6** 0 . 49 
°' 
.,I:::,, 
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affected the FSA 4140 class members simi larly, despite d ifferences in  
previous work experi ence . A Pearson Product-Moment Correlati on showed 
no correlation between SPOC posttest scores and student grade point average . 
Th irty-si x  of the 59 students i mproved their SPOC score by 0 . 1  
to 1 .4 poi nts, 1 8  of the 59 students decreased the ir score by 0 . 1  to 
1 . 2 poi nts, and 5 students showed no change in  comfort (confi dence )  as 
seen i n  Table A.l. Of the 31 students havi �g no previous supervisory 
work experi ence, 1 6  (52 percent ) i ncreased their SPOC score, 1 2  ( 39 
percent) decreased their SPOC score, and 3 ( 9  percent) remai ned the same 
·from pretest to posttest . A compari son of pretest and posttest scores 
of the 28 students havi ng previous work experi ence showed 1 9  ( 68 per-
cent )  improved the ir  SPOC score, 7 ( 25 percent) decreased thei r SPOC score, 
and 2 ( 7  percent ) remained the same from pretest to posttest adm inistration� 
5.3. STUDENT RESPONSE TO CAI PROJECT 
Student response to the CAI project was positive .  Although minor 
frustrations sometimes resulted from problems with computer termi nals, 
students corrmended the project as a meaningful learni ng experi ence . 
Those with work experi ence stated that \ the cases were realisti c, thus 
establ.i shi ng further content validity. Participants stated that havi ng 
to deal with a consequence of each deci sion re inforced the concept of 
th inki ng through a situati on before acti ng . 
Several students suggested that case stud i es be developed on 
other topi cs, i ndi cati ng i nterest i n  expansion of the CA I appli cati on. 
In a poll taken in class at the end of the CAI experi ence, the students 
supported the continuati on of CA I as a component of FSA 4 140 .  Only 
one student out of 59 expressed the opinion that ti me allotted to CA I 
could have been better uti li zed another way . 
5 . 4 .  TIME AND D IRECT COST DATA 
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A summary of the time and direct cost data compiled during the 
study i s  shown in Table A . 5 .  Time data are a reflection of the actual 
person-hours spent in development, implementation , and instructional 
activities . Development time for this project comprised the largest seg­
ment of the time data . However , case studies were written without specific 
time references so that the cases could be used for several years without 
the need for major revision. Programning of the case studies was also 
considered a one-time task , although periodic pretesting and simple re­
visions may be necessary . While the initial orientation of the faculty 
was costly in terms of both time and money ( removing faculty from other 
productive tasks ) ,  subsequent professional development may be less 
detailed and comprehensive . 
While charges for terminal purchase and shipping were the most 
expensive of the direct costs , this was a one-time expen_diture . Maintenance 
of the equipment and purchase of software (e . g .  computer printout paper for 
the teletypewriter terminal) were required periodically but were nominal . 
Storage of the fi ni s·hed CA I 1 es sons on computer tape remov_ed them from the 
computer core , and lowered storage charges to one dollar per month . 
If adequate terminals are available , purchase of terminal s  for 
developmental purposes by a dietetic program could be eliminated , greatly 
l owering the cost of inclusion of CA I in the dietetic education program . 
Depending on the complexity of the CA I lessons and progranming knowledge 
of the dietetic educator , consultant and programmer fees could be reduced 
with in-house prograJT111ing. PrograJT111ing by the dietetic educator ,  however , 
is a cost factor in that it removes her/him from perfonning other tasks 
important to the functioning of the dietetic education program . 
CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND SUMMARY 
6 .1 . CONCLUS ION 
The models developed for inclusion, development, and imple­
mentation of CA I in a dietetic education program were found to be 
feasible for use with the Coordinated Und�rgraduate Program in 
Dietetics at The University of Tennessee, Knoxville o CA I was included 
as a_ part of the course FSA 41 40, Food Syste�s Personnel Development, 
taught winter quarter, 1 977. Application of the developnent model 
resulted in the creation of four case study simulations designed to 
expand and upgrade experiences in decision-making for personnel 
management. The case study simulations were implemented successfully 
and utilized by ·59 students enrolled in FSA 41 40. 
Effectiveness of the CA I case studies were assessed by the use 
of three test instruments as pretest-posttest evaluation devices . 
Use of Leadership Evaluation and · ·Development Scale (LEADS) was employed 
to measure managerial decision-making ability. Dietetic students were 
· · the only ·student group to exhibit a significant increase in LEADS 
scores after the eA I simul ation experience. The Leadership Opinion 
Questionnaire (LOQ } measured the l eadership dimensions of Consideration 
and Structure. No significant change in pretest to posttest scores 
was noted in either dimension by any student group . The Self- Perception 
of Confidence (SPOC} Scale was employed to · assess change in "comfort" 
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of a student when faced with a personnel management problem situation. 
A significant increase was seen here with the food and lodging stu­
dent group and in the class as · a· whole after the CA I. simulation 
experience. 
Acquiring of the management skills such as the ones · being 
measure.d by the· three instruments used is a long:..term developmental 
process. Students cannot be expected to acquire and/or improve 
personnel management skills in a few short weeks. The use of only 
four CA I case study simulations does not appear to ·be sufficient 
1 1experience 11 to effect a· significant· change in these management skills 
or traits. 
Assessment of affective· behaviors is difficult and has received 
1 ess emphasis compared· ·to other· ·areas · such· as the cognitive · and psycho­
motor domains. ·Achievement of changes in affective behavior may not 
manifest themselves unti l some time after completion- of a learning 
experience. Results of the pretest-posttest evaluation instruments 
do not reflect significant· affective change as a result of the CA I 
simulations at this point i n  time . This is not to say that change has 
not occurred, but may manifest itself at a later time. 
Positive student response to the CA I simulations seems to 
indicate a meaningful learning experience, though success is not 
reflected in objective · measurements. Application of CA I in the 
meeting of other more objectively· measurable competencies can further 
help to establish CA I as - a viable component of a dietetic education 
program. Until better methods of asses�ing affective change are 
developed, however, subjective evaluation of success of CA I in effecting 
changes i n  the affective domai'n must continue. 
6.2. · RECOMMENDATIONS 
The approach used for assessment of · needs in the dietetic 
program was effective, and should be continued on a regular basis. 
The postgraduate questionnaire should be expanded to . include feed-
back on the long-tenn effect of inclusion of CAI. Graduates should 
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be asked to suggest possible decision;..making experiences which may be 
used to supplement current learning activities. Competencies, terminal 
perfonnance objectives, and -enabling· objectives should be ·cl early 
identified for all food science, nutrition, and food systems adminis­
tration courses . This identification process shoul d- -be pursued by 
all persons involved in ·dietetic education. Didactic and clinical 
instructors, students, and dietetic professionals should ·· continue the 
process of identifying competencies needed . by an entry-level generalist 
dietitian. · Alternative · methods of meeting ·the stated competencies 
shoul d ·be investigated ; · ·  Dietetic professionals and educators should 
work closely with hospital administrators to gain support for 1 1on­
the-job 1 1  learning · experiences to complement simulated learning 
experiences. 
Appli cation ·of CAI · could· be expanded· to reinforce didactic 
instruction i n  achieving competencies required of an entry;..level 
generalist dietitian. ·Additional tutorfal, drill�and�practice, and 
s imul at ion programs could· . be developed ·and introduced· into the 
instructional program · in the areas of food science, nutrition, and 
food systems administrati on.· Faculty should be encouraged to· take 
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advantage of the conveni ent access to the computer terminal s for 
development· of CAI lessons i n  various subject matter areas. 
Movement of the CAI case study si mulations from the didacti c 
course FSA 4140 , Food Systems· Personnel Development , to the corres­
ponding clini cal course ·for the di etetic  students, FSA 4420 ,  C l in i cal 
Experi ence i n  Di eteti cs i's recommended . Only 29 percent of the 
dietetic st�dents enrolled i n  FSA 4140 had previous work experience , 
as compared ·to 50 percent of the food and 1 odgi ng students and 64 per ... 
cent of the graduate students. · ;Experi ence provi ded · by the case study 
si mulati ons could help remove thts defi ci ency , and better prepare the 
di eteti c students to ·appreci ate · 1 1real II experi ences encountered· i n  the 
clini cal facility� · CAI case study s imulations shoul d· not, however ,  
be limited to �se by di eteti c students only. · Simul ations· could be 
used to assi st any ·student . i_n food systems admini stration w ith 
inadequate background in  personnel management. Movement of the CAI 
case study simulations to the clini cal course also re�ves , to some 
extent, the constrai nts of class time o  Small-group di scussions with 
a clinical instructor could be pursued i n  greater depth, thus increas­
ing the benefits of the si mulation experience. 
Preparation of a more detailed . "learning packet" ·for each case 
study �i mulation i s  recommended. Prerequisi te learning experi ences 
could be more clearly indi cated, '. along with gui delines or "thought 
questi ons" for use by parti cipants i n  the sm�ll-group di scussions . 
More time should be devoted to ·the small-group discuss ions� si nce much 
of the benefit of the si mulation experience i s  derived from the shar­
i ng of various approaches to the problem situation. Group di scussion 
leaders should meet prior to the encounters to review the case study 
problem, alternatives, consequences, and approaches to the discussion 
sessions. 
Further research is needed in the area of evaluation of CA I 
effectiveness, especial ly when the objective (s) to be met by the use 
of CA I is (are) affective in - nature. Until objective methods of 
assessing affective behavior is developed, subjective evaluatrlon 
must be utilized. 
6. 3 .  SUMMARY 
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The purpose of this study was to develop and implement CA I-
simulated learning experiences ·in food sys�ems admini stration to assist 
dietetic students in gaining proficiency and· self-confidence in the . 
decision-making skills of personnel management. 
Models were developed for the inclusion, development, and 
impl_ementation · of CAI in a dietetic education program ·. · The·se · models 
were then applied - to the Coordinated Undergraduate Program in Dietetics, 
The University of Tennessee, Knoxville. 
· Assessment· of nee�s ·of eompetenci.es to · be met tn food systems 
administration was performed with input from program graduates, 
didactic and clinical instructors, and dietetic coordinators. Compe­
tencies in personnel management applicable to an entry level ·generalist 
dietitian were identified and·-prioritized by a 20-member panel of 
experts. Terminal performance · objectives and enabling objectives for 
the top pr1 ori ty competency acted as guides· . for the deve 1 opment of four 
personnel management case study ·simulations. 
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The four personnel management case studies were programmed in 
Coursewriter I I I  computer language for presentation on Digital Corpora­
tion VT-5 0 cathode-ray-tube computer terminals. Pretesting for 
content validity was perfonned by a seven-member panel of experts 
before presentation of the cases to the students. Debugging was 
perfonned to check· for proper programming of the case study material � 
Participating faculty · and students were · introduced to CA I and 
oriented to the use of the computer terminals. Case study simula­
tions were presented via CA I and progranmed-learning booklets to 59 
students enrolled in · FSA 414 0, Food Systems Personnel Development, 
winter quarter ! ·1977. Small-group discussions after completion of 
each case study helped enrich the learning experience. 
Evaluation of CA I effectiveness was assessed by administration of 
three test instruments inmediately before and after the CAI experience. 
The Leadership Evaluation and Development Scale, the Leadership Opinion 
Questionnaire , and the Self-Perception of Confidence Scale assessed 
managerial decision-making ability, the leadership dimensions of Considera­
tion and Structure, . and comfort (confidence) of the student when faced 
with a personnel management problem situation, respectively . No signifi­
cant changes in managerial decision-making ability or in the leadership 
dimensions of Consideration and Structure were indicated as a result 
of the CAI simulations as measured by these test instruments. A sig­
nificant increase was noted in comfort (confidence) in the class as 
a whole and within the food and loding student group in the class. 
No significant relationship was found between test scores on any of 
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the three instruments and the variable of student grade point average. 
Little relationship was found between scores on the three evaluation 
instruments and previous work experience·. Although effectiveness of 
the CA I case ·study simulations was not evident in the results of the 
objective measurements used, students and faculty · i nvolved responded 
positively to · the CAI  ·experience·- and· ·showed interest ·1 n- �co·ntinuation 
and expansion - · .. of the CA I .component. 
The mo�ls for incl usion ; development·, · and · implementation of 
CA I in a· dietetic education program were feasibl e " for use ·with the 
Coordinated Undergraduate Program i'n ·Dietetics, The ·Un iversity of 
Tennessee , : Knoxvill e. Appl ication ·of·-the· mod�ls  should be extended 
to incorporate other areas within the program. Further research is 
recomnended -on · the · use of CA I to· meet both cognitive ·and affective 
competencies in a dietetic education program. Research -; n- ·evaluation 
of affective �ha�ge is· necessary ·to · enable assessment -of effectivenes� 
of CA I when objectives to be met are affective in nature. 
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TABLE A . 1 .  Student Scores on Pretest and Posttest Leadership Evaluati qn and Development Scale ( LEADS ) , 
Leadership Op inion Questionnaire ( LOQ ) , Self-Perception of Confidence ( SPOc } · s�ale , and 
Student* 
1 
2 
3 · 
4** 
5 
6 
7** 
8 
9 
10 
11  
12 
13** 
14 
15** 
16** 
1 7  
18 
19** 
20** 
21** 
22** 
23�* 
24 
Previous Supervisory Wor k - Experience** 
Pretest 
25 
17 
27 
34 
28 
24 
3 1  
24 
24 
30 
34 
31  
20 
26 
27 · 
3 3  
24 
26 
34 
34 
35  
23  
24 
26 
LEADS 
Posttest 
. - . 
22 
?O 
33 
36 
. 32 
27 
33 
24 . 
24 
33 
36 
28 
21 
29 
32 
34 
24 
26 
3 1  
35  
31 
22 
27 
29 
.... ; . 
Log Cons iderat ion 
Pretest Posttest 
"43 49 
52 56 
55 49 
64 61 
48 43 
65 59 
58 58 
48 49 
- - --
55 54 
· 55 61 
60 54 
57 55 
58 62 
57 54 
54 53  
50 51 
50 50 
51 52 
51  61  
5 1  54 
54 58 
43 68 
43 40 
LOQ Structure 
Pretest Posttest 
46 52 
46 42 
50 44 
34 40 
54 50 
49 54 
45 44 
48 45 -- - -
43 42 
47 37 
46 50 
55 47 
44 46 
44 46 
45 43 
44 49 
50 46 
49 53 
48 40 
52 49 
59 51  
38 37 
52 56 
Pretest 
4 . 8  
3 . 4 
3 �2 
2 .  7 . 
3 . 4  
3 .7 
3 . 3  
3 .6 
4 .  1 
3 . 3 
3 .7 
3 .7 
3 . 7 
3 . 5 
3 .7 
3 . 4  
3 .  1 
3 . 5 
2 .9 
3 .7 
3 .6 
3 . 9 
2 .7 
3 . 3 
SPOC 
Posttest 
4 . 6  
2 :2 
3 . 5 
4 .  1 
3 .2 
3 :6 
3 .9 
3 .6 
4 . 3 · 
3 . 5 
3 .'8 
3 ; 9 
4 .  1 
3 .7 
4 .2 
3 :5 
3 .0 
3 . 5 
3 , 5 
3 . 3  
3 . 8 
· .. _.:.j 
3 ,8 
.. tj.. .... 2 ,8 
4 . 3  
TABLE A .l .  ( Continued) 
LEADS LOg Consideration Log S tructure. SPOC 
S tudent* Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttest 
- ........ . . .  
25** 23 24 63 60 54 52 3 . 2  3 . 5  
26 31  34 48 50 48 44 3 .  l 2 .  9 · . 
27 35 34 54 40 40 47 3 . 3  3 . 3  
28** 31 34 53 50 42 44 3 . 4  3 ,8 
29 25 16 57 56 . 56 60 3 .6 3.8 
30 24 31 54 52 39 40 3 . 5  3 . 4  
31  24 27 49 . 47- 47 46 3 . 5  3. 7 
32 23 20 46 39 50 54 4. l 3 .9 
33 23 24 66 65 55 54 3 . 5  3 . 7  
· 34** 31  34 57 57 52 50 3 .  l 2. 7 
35 33 26 53 52 53 39 2 .9 3 . 5  
36 28 21 55 6 1  48 48 3 . 3  3 . 5  
37 21 22 55 45 49 53 3 . 5  3.6 
38** 23 24 63  56 56 53 3 . 3  2.6 
39** 29 21 53 48 51 45 3 . 2  3 .  l 
40 17 19 56 52 6 1  57 2 . 3  3 . 7  
41** 31 24 52 62  47 47 2 .8 2 .9 
42** 37 35 48 43 46 43 4.0 4 ,  l 
43** 25 31 6 3  57 48 45 3 . 5  3 .8 
44 30 25 56 54 47 50 3 . 3  3 .8 
45** 26 22 58 70 5 1  47 3 . 8 4 .  l 
46** 31 31 59 59 44 39 3 .0 3 .6 
47 29 37 49 51 47 45 3 . 7  3 . 5  
48 24 21 52 48 49 45 3 . 3  3 . 3  
49** 32 31 54 46 44 51 4 . 3  4.6 
50 30 27 55 62  50 46 3 . 3  3 . 5  
TABLE A .1 . ( Conti nued ) 
LEADS - .. ,. � Log Consideration 
Student* Pretest Posttest Pretest 
5 1 ** 21 25 58 . .  
52 34 32 54 
53** 38 36 63 
54** 30 25 51 
55 21 22 49 
56** 33 31 61 
57** 24 22 65 
58** 31 32 60 
59** 32 34 59 
*1-17 Dietetic Students 
1 8-45 Food and Lodgi ng Students 
46-59 O ther Students 
Posttest 
49 
64 
60 
54 
47 
57 
65 
65 
58 
Log Structure 
Pretest Posttest 
5 7  5 7  
48 52 
43 43 
49 41 
47 43 
55 51 
51 52 
51 45 
41 42 
**Indicates that the student had previous supervisory wor k  exper ience. 
Pretest 
3. 7 
' 4 .9 
3 .9 
3 :2 
3 .2 
4 . 3  
3.5 
4 . 4  
3 . 5 
SPOC 
Pos ttest 
3 . 7 · 
4 .  7 
4 .1 
3.3 
3 .  1 
4 . 5  
3.4 
4'.1 
3 _-5 
CX> 
01 
TABLE A . 2 .  Leadership Eval uation and Devel opment Scal e { LEADS ) 
Pretest-Posttest Scores for Students in FSA 4140, Food 
Systems Personnel Devel opment, Corresponding to Norm Scores 
Number of Students with Scores 
Norm 
86 
Percentil e Score 
Correseonding to Norm Score 
Pretest Score Posttest Score 
99 37-44 2 1 
98 35-36 1 2 5 
95 33-34 8 9 
90 32 2 4 
85 31 8 7 
80 30 4 0 
70 28-29 4 3 
60 26-27 6 6 
50 25 3 3 
40 23-24 14 7 
30 22  0 6 
20 20-21 4 6 
15 19 0 1 
10 17-18 2 0 
5 15-16 O · 1 
2 12-14 O · 0 
1 0- 11 0 0 
TABLE A . 3 .  Leadershi p Opinion Questi onnai re ( LOQ }-Consi deration Pretes t-Posttes t Scores for Students 
i n  FSA 4140, Food Systems P�rsonnel Development, Corresponding to LOQ-Consi deration 
Norm Scores 
Pretest Scores Pos ttest Scores 
Verbal Consi derati on No . Students % of' No . Students % of 
Descrieti on Percenti le Norm Scores i n Ca tego rY._ Class -i n Ca tego rY._ Class 
Very H i gh 97-99 67-72 0 0 2 3 
H i gh 75-96 58-66 17 29 18 31 
Average 31-74 50-57 30 52 23 40 
Low 5-30 42-49 1 1  19 12 21 
Very Low 1-4 38-41 0 0 3 5 
CX> ....... 
TABLE A . 4 .  Leadershi p Opi ni on Questi onnai re ( LOQ) -Structure Pretest-Posttest� Scores for Students i n  
FSA 41 40 , Food Systems Personnel Devel opment , Correspondi ng to LOQ-Structure Norm Scores 
Pretest Scores Posttest Scores 
Verbal Structure No . Students t of - -.-
· · 
No . Students % of 
Descri2ti on Percenti l e  Nam Scores i n  Categari Cl ass i n  Categori Cl ass 
Very H i gh 97-99 64-68 0 0 0 0 
H i gh 75-97 55-63 8 1 4  4 7 
Average 31 -74 47-54 31 53 24 42 
Low 5-30 38-46 1 8  31 28 48 
Very Low 1 -4 31 -37 1 2 2 3 
CX) 
CX) 
TABLE A . 5 .  - Time and Direct Cost Data for Computer-Assisted Instruction · Project in FSA 41 40, Food 
Systems Personnel Deve lopment 
.Profes sional Time Data 
Development Time 
Writing of 4 case studies 
Consul tation with CA I expert 
PrograJT1T1ing of case studies 
Pretesting of case studies 
Implementation Time 
Orientation of faculty (N=20) 
by consul tant 
Orientation of students (N=48) 
by facu l ty 
Instructional Time 
Facu l ty preparation for 
smal \;group discussions 
Sma l l -group discussions 
with students 
Revi sion of case studies 
TOTAL 
*Winter, 1977 . 
**Summer, 1976 .  
Person-Hours 
450 
1 0  
22 
1 5  
1 44 
35 
24 
12 
20 
732 
Direct Cost . Data 
Consu l tation by CA I expert 
Programming of case studies 
Orientation workshop 
Computer Center service charges* 
Dis k  charges* 
Terminal connect charges 
whi l e  programming* 
Terminal connect charges by students 
(48 students, 1 00 hrs . )* 
Additional cost for student connect 
time, absorbed by The · University of 
Tennessee, Knoxvil le 
Purchase and shipping of computer 
terminal s  for developmental 
· purposes** 
TOTAL 
Amount 
$ 100 .00 
382 .00 
888 . 00 
21 . 00 
1 25 .  00 
1 1 4·. 00 
48 . 00 
250 . 00 
2,627 . 00 
$4,555 �00 
CX> 
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APPENDI X B 
Form B-1 .  Food Systems Administration Secti ,n of Postgraduate 
Questionnaire Sent to . Dietetic Gr·aduates and Their First 
. .  Emp 1 ayer One Year After Graduation 
For each of the administrative elements listed , please check ( I) the 
column which best describes the adequacy of preparation in tne first job 
in this area through the Coordinated Undergraduate Program in Dietetics 
at UT-K . If elements were not part of the first position , please check 
( I) the first column � 
Adequacy of Preparation 
0 - no prepar�tion 
1 - very inadequate preparation , very little help 
2 - somewhat ina�equate, could have - been improved 
considerably 
3 - adequate , helpful ,  and rreeded little improvement 
4 - very adequate , very �elpful and could not 
easily have been improved . 
Also , please check ( v) the last column for the administrative elements 
which you feel are most crucial for dietetic students to be given 
opportunities to practice decision-making . 
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I .  Departmental organi zat ion 
and management : 
Planning departmental 
ob.iectives 
Planning departmental 
oolicies 
Developing departmental 
procedures 
Planning organi zational 
structure 
Coordinati ng activiti es 
with other departments 
Coordinat ing acti viti es 
within the department 
Evaluating departmental : 
activities 
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I I . Personnel Management : 
Interviewing and Selection 
Ori entation and/or initi al 
training 
Di rect supervisi on 
Conducting group training 
programs 
Indivi dual counsel ing 
Conducti ng· group meetings 
Appraisal of performance 
Planning work schedules 
Development and use of 
job descri ptions , etc . 
Assuring personnel records 
kept and used 
I I I . Financ ial Management : 
Planning departmental 
budqet 
Assuring cost accounting 
records are kept 
Analys is  of food , labor , 
and other costs 
Assuri ng cost control 
procedures are followed 
Preparation of fi nanc i al 
reports 
Determining sell ing 
pri ces 
I V .  Menu Planning : 
Planning regular menus 
Planni ng modi fied diet 
menus 
Pl anning menus for spec i al. 
occasi ons 
Cost analysis of menus 
Conducti ng food preference 
studies 
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V .  Food Purchas ing :  
Analyz ing mar ket condit ions 
Determining qual ity 
spec if i cat ions 
Determining quant ities of 
foods to be purchases 
V I . Rece iv i ng ,  storage and 
control of food _and : supplies : 
Assur ing receipts . checked 
with requ i s it ions 
Temperat�re cont�ol in food 
storage 
Assur ing records for . i s sues 
and rece i pts are kept 
Seeing that inventory 
procedures are followed 
Ma intaining secur ity 
measures in storage area 
VI I .  Food product ion : 
Product fon 'chart ing 
Development and use of 
standardized recipes 
Methods of. quant ity food 
preparat i ;on · : 
Judging quality of food 
products 
Assur ing food product ion 
records are kept r ·  
Coordinat ion of  labor , 
equ i pment, , and material 
ut i l 1·z11t1t,n 
V I I I .  Food· D i str i but ion and 
Serv i ce :  
Pat ient tray serv i ce 
procedures 
Procedures of food serv i ce 
. to personnel and v i s itors 
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VI I I .  Conti rfoe·d 
. .  
Portion contro l 
Food merchandising 
. .. , .. 
Catering special meal s  
. .. 
Assuring food distribution 
and service records are 
kept 
I X ._ Sanitation and Safety : 
Assuring sanitation standards 
are fo l l owed 
Assuring safe food handl ing 
practices are fo l lowed 
X .  Equipment Operation and 
I Maintenance : 
Assuring proper operation 
and care of equipment· 
Assuring records for 
equipment repair and 
maintenance are kept 
XI . Methods Improvement : 
Work simp lification or 
other studies 
Implementing new approaches 
XI I .  Space Design and Equipment 
Selection : 
Pl anning space uti lization 
and equipment p l acement 
Determ ining equipment 
speci fi cations 
X I I  I .  Educational Programs : 
P l anning departmental  
educational programs 
Imp lementing departmental . 
educational programs I 
I 
I 
Uti lizing appropriate teaching 
ma teri a 1 S1 and resources to 
promote the learning process 
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X IV . Communi cation : 
Mai,nta i n ing ·effective 
verbal and wr i tten 
co11111uni cati on 
Util i z ing commun i cati on 
sk ills appropr i ate for 
age , educational , socio-
. culture 1 evel of 
individuals 
I 
Ma inta in i ng adequate records 
and a system of regularly 
reporting the serv i ces 
prov ided ' 
Conmuni cating changes to 
appropr i ate personnel 
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Form B-2 . Form Letter for Questionnaire for Assessment of Competencies 
Mailed to · Panel of Experts 
Dear 
THE UNIVERSITY O F  T ENNESSEE  
KNO XVILLE 37916 
Col lege of Home Economics 
February 18 , 1976 
96 
Al most everyone involved in the training . of dietitians is constant ly 
searching for new and better ways of preparing ·students for success on 
'the job . For the Coordinated Undergraduate Program in DietetiGs , 
research is beit')g condu.cte.d, to find innovative methods of preparing 
students for. , decision making in personnel management . . Because of your 
expertise in . food systems administration aDd your. know ledge of the 
ski l ls  needed by the entry - l evel dietitian , we solicit your comments 
and opinions in compl eting the encl osed questionnaire . 
This questionna ire 1 s concerned with three co·mpetenci es in food 
systems admin1stration . ,  These cdmpetencies , which dea l specifical ly  with 
personnel management , are ta ken from a l _ist of "Suggested Termina l 
Performance Objectives·and Enabling Objectives for ADA Competencies in .. 
Management, " developed by the Task Force for Developing Competencies . 
These were received at the Food System 's  Management Educational Council , 
October 23 ,· 1975 , . San Antonio , Texas . 
' . 
It is recogniz:ed that "hands-on" experience in personne l management 
is often dffficu l t to obtain in the training of dietetic students . 
Simu lation . of ·such personnel management experiences , by various techniques , 
is the one way of providing students with 11 low-risk 1 1  exposure to rea l istic 
management situations . 
Please read the competencies out lined in the questionnaire carefu l ly 
and then answer the four questions which fol l ow . Feel . free to ; •ma ke 
additiona l comments . Your answers to these . questions wi l l  aid in 
directing research in the .deve lopment of simu l ation experiences for 
personnel management . 
We wou ld appreciate ybur returning the questionnaire in the enc losed 
enve lope by March i 1 ,  1976 . · Than you very much for your help .  
S incerely , 
/s/ Debbie Canter 
Debbie Canter l R . D .  
C l in i ca l  Instructor in Dietetics 
Through : Betty L .  Beach , Adv isor and Director 
Coordinated Undergraduate Program in Dietetics 
Enclosure : Questionnaire 
Form B-3 . Lis t  of Personnel Management Competencies* Included in 
Questionnaire for Assessment of Competencies Mai led to 
Pane l of Experts 
COMPETENCY 1 :  Comprehend the field of labor economics including trade 
unioni sm ,  co l lective bargaining , wage determination , 
. emp l oyment ,  unemployment and labor legis lation and the 
effects on management-empl oyee relationships .  
The Learner Can : 
TPO 1 : 1  Assess  the effect of labor economics upon management-emp loyee 
relationships .  
EO 1 : 1 1 Expl ain the effect of various labor organizations on the 
food service operation . 
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EO 1 : 12 Define changes which cou ld occur in a food service operation 
as a�resu l t  of union policies . 
t 
EO 1 : 13 Discuss  the fol lowing parameters of the wage structure in a 
food service operation : 
Job eva luation 
Promotiona l consideration 
Probationary periods 
Professiona l and technical education and experience 
Performance eva luation 
EO 1 : 14 Explain the probable effect of current level s . of unemp loyment 
on app licants for food service positions .  
EO 1 : 1 5  Identify some of the expected effects of recent labor 
leg i s l ation upon the food service operation , e .g . : 
Occupationa l Safety and Hea l th Act 
Equa l Opportuni ties Act 
Minimum Wage Laws 
Withho l ding Tax 
Affirmative Action 
Socia l Security 
Emp loyment Practices 
Workman Compensation Insurance 
Unemp loyment Compensation 
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COMPETENCY 2 :  Implement diplomatic methods of changing indivi dual and 
group behavior utili zing the internal and external 
i nfluences that affect the indi v i dual and the organi zation .  
The Learner Can : 
TPO 2 : 1 Detennine the effect of current labor legi slation on management 
employee relationships . · 
EO 2 : 11 Descri be the leg islati ve process . 
EO 2 : 12 Determine ways that ind i v i dual employees wi ll be affected 
by current labor legi slati on .  
EO 2 : 13 Construct a cri teri on reference form for evaluating 
management-employee relat ionsh ips .  
TPO 2 : 2  Demonstrate a co1T111itment to the overall objecti ves of the 
organi zati on for wh i ch one works . 
EO 2 : 21 Descri be formal and informal groups in  an organizat ion .  
EO 2 : 22 Weigh the alternati ves i n  a gi ven situation and select the 
objecti ves that wi ll opt imi ze indi v idual and group 
development . 
EO 2 : 23 Values and the overall objecti ves of the organization .  
TPO 2 : 3 Assess the need for change . 
EO 2 : 31 Identi fy forms of organi zati onal stress affecting the 
i ndi v idual. 
EO 2 : 32 Descri be the effect of change on the organization. 
EO 2 : 33 Determine aspects of stress wh i ch should be relieved. 
TPO 2 : 4 Plan for change. 
EO 2 : 41 Plan for alternati ve solutions to reli eve stress . 
EO 2 : 42 Implement change . 
EO 2 : 43 Evaluate the effect of change on the indi vidual and on 
the organization. 
COMPETENCY 3 :  Apply the principles and practices of management of 
pe�onnel in the procurement , development , maintenance 
and util i zation of an effecti ve and satisfied work ing 
force in foodservi ce systems . 
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The Learner Can : 
TPO 3 : 1  Interpret personnel policy and demonstrate the selection process 
for personnel . 
EO 3 : 11 Describe personnel function of recruiting , interviewing , 
hiring , orienting , training , appraising , and terminating . 
EO 3 : 1 2  Explain current labor legislation influencing the selection 
process . 
EO 3 : 1 3 Relate job description to personnel classification. 
EO 3 : 14 Describe personnel appropriate for a food service system . 
TPO 3 : 2 Develop orientation , in-service training and education programs 
for personnel. 
EO 3 : 21 Select and justify behavioral objectives , content and 
strategies for specific programs and personnel . 
EO 3 : 2 2  Organize programs based on behavioral objectives . 
EO 3 : 2 3  Implement programs . 
' i 
EO 3: 24 Apply evaluation techniques to programs . 
TPO 3 : 3 Construct a personnel development and evaluation program 
for personnel . 
EO 3 : 31 Insure that records are kept according to legal and 
institutional requirements . 
EO 3 : 3 2  Measure productivi ty of personnel .  
EO 3 : 3 3 Refine and develop reliable , valid , practical and objecti ve 
instruments for the evaluation of personnel performance . 
EO 3 : 34 Evaluate employee performance . 
EO 3 : 35 Utilize interview process in counseling personnel . · 
EO 3 : 36 Plan a manpower schedule which encourages maintenance of 
the work force . 
EO 3 : 3 7  Forecast and plan for future status of each employee . 
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' TPO 3 : 4 Demonstrate human rel ations s kil l s .  
EO 3 : 41 Describe emp loyees as individual s with hierarchica l needs . 
EO 3 : 42 Demonstrate cl arity , conciseness and consistency in 
communicating written , oral , and nonverba l messages . 
EO 3 : 43 · Select language , vocabu l ary and corrmunication techniques 
appropriate to the audience . 
EO 3 : 44 Use basic elements of motivation . 
EO 3 : 45 Re late motivationa l techniques to emp loyee productivity/job 
sat i sfact ion .  
EO 3 : 46 Construct a criterion reference form for eva luating personne l 
performance . 
*Ta ken from : Tas k  Force for Develop ing Competencies ,  Food Service 
System ' s  Management Education Counci l : s.uggested termina l performance 
objectives and enabling objectives for ADA competencies in management . 
Unpubli shed paper . Am . Dietet . Assoc . ,  ·chicago , 1975. 
Form B-4. Questionnaire for Assessment of Competencies Sent to 
Pane 1 of txperts 
PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING Q UESTIONS : 
·1 0 1 
1 .  Do you feel that this competency is one that should be emphasized in 
the training of an entry-level generalist dietitian? 
Competency 1 
Competency 2 
Competency 3 
YES 
YES 
YES 
NO 
NO 
NO 
2 .  Do you feel that our students presently have clinical experiences 
which lead to the attainment of this competency ? 
Competency 1 YES NO 
If your answer was NO , please indicate below which enabling objectives 
under that competency you feel should be emphasized with our students . 
Competency 2 YES NO 
If your answer was NO , please indicate below which enabling objectives 
under that competency you feel should be emphasized with · our students . 
Competency 3 YES NO 
If your answer was NO , please indicate below which enabling objectives 
under that competency you feel should be emphasized with our students . 
3 .  Do you feel that simulated experiences would be appropriate in helping 
our students better attain this competency ? 
Competency 1 
Competency 2 
Competency 3 
YES 
YES 
YES 
NO 
NO 
NO 
1 02 
4 .  Realizing that all of the competencies are important , please rank 
these three competencies according to which one you feel is most 
crucial for our students to gain additional experience in . Indicate 
this competency by placing a number 1 beside it ; the next most crucial 
by placing a number 2 beside it ; and , the least crucial by placing a 
number 3 beside it . 
Competency 1 
Competency 2 
Competency 3 
--
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Table C . 1 . Rel ationship of Ten11inal Perfonnance Objecti ves* and Enabl ing Objectives• to Class �ecture Topics . Required Readi ngs , and Specific Objectives 
to Be Met with Ctse Study Sf111Jl ations 
The learner wtll be able 
to construc t a personnel 
develo�meAt and evalua­
tion program for person­
nel . 
l .  Measure produc­
ti vi ty of personnel . 
2. Eval uate employee 
performance. 
3. Plan a manpower 
schedu le which encour­
ages ma intenance of 
the work force. 
Class 
lecture 
Topics 
Analysis 
of Staffi ng 
Needs 
Job 
Descriptions 
Recruitment 
Schedul ing 
Requi red 
Readi ngs 
Konnersman • P. 1'. : 
Forecasting pro­
duction demand 
i n  the dietary 
department. 
Hosp i ta l s .  
J .A. H.A.  43: 
85 , 1 969. 
Uhri ch, R . V .  and 
Noort , A .J . : 
Production de­
mand forecast­
i ng .  Hospi tal s .  
J .A . H . A. 37 ( 3 ) :  
1 06 ,  1 971 . 
Wa l ker, J .W . : 
Forecasting man­
power needs . Har. 
Bus . Rev .  47(2) : 
1 52 ,  1 969. 
Hayden , R.J. : 
Perfonnance ap­
praisal : a bet­
ter way. Pers . 
J. 52 : 606 , 1 973. 
Speci fic Objecti ves 
to ie Met 
After completion of the 
case study , the student 
shoul d :  
1 .  Understand some of 
the problems which may 
occur in a food serv ice 
operation due to under­
producti v ity and wasted 
time and energy. 
2. Real i ze how an 
analysis of the problem 
s i tuation may l ead to 
improved working condi ­
tions and greater 
employee satisfaction . 
Case Study Nunber. 
Title, and Synopsis 
Case Study 1 
Sal ly' s Staffi ng Problet11 
� 
Sal ly Smi th is the section leader 
of the sal ad uni t i n  a univers ity 
food service ooeratfon .  Co,nplafnts 
from customers about the poor qua l i ty 
of sa lad products leads the student. 
acti ng as Sal l y ' s  superior. to i nvesti ­
ga te the problem. Al ternatives to 
sol ut ion , i ncl udi ng review of job 
description,  schedul i ng ,  work sampl ing .  
etc . , are presented to  a id  the student 
in the analysis  of the problem si tuation. 
Table C.1 (continued) 
Tenrinal Performance 
Objectives and Enabl i ng 
Objectives 
The learner wi l l  be able  
to  i nterpret personnel 
pol ;cy and dem:>nstrate 
the selection process 
for personnel 
1 .  Descr; be personnel 
functions of recrui t;ng, 
interviewi ng . hi r;ng, 
ori enting ,  training,  
appra i sing ,  and 
terminating. 
2. Rel ate job descrip­
tion to personnel 
cl assi fication. 
3. Describe personnel 
appropriate for a food 
servke system. 
Class 
Lecture 
Top;cs 
Employee 
Sel ection 
and Promotion 
Requi red 
Readings 
O ' Donovan , T. : 
Matchi ng job 
to employee. 
Hospi tal s ,  
J .A. H.A. 46 
(Nov . 1 ) :  62 , 
1 972 . 
Kl eiber, F.M. : 
How ti'.' select 
a supervisor. 
Superv;s ion 
35 (May) : 30, 
1 973.  
SmHh. R.D. : 
Model s for 
personnel 
sel ection 
decis ion .  
Pers . J .  52 
(Aug ) :  688, 
1 973. 
Specific Objectives 
to Be Met 
After completion of the 
case study, the student 
shoul d :  
1 .  Be aware of  some 
of the factors wh ich 
must be cons idered i n  
selecting the right 
person for a job. 
2. Understand the 
;"'1()rtance of good i nter- · 
personal re lationshi ps 
and corrmunication wi thi n 
a food service operation. 
Case Study N1111ber, 
Ti tl e ,  and Synopsi s  
Case Study 2 
A Problem of Proinot;on 
The student is placed i n  the pos i tion 
of di rector of dietary in  a smal l 
hospi tal . As a resul t of the res ig­
nation of the production manager, the 
student is faced wi th the select;on 
of a replacement ,  cons;deri ng both 
promotion from wi th i n  the department 
or hiri ng of a new production manager 
from outside the organization. 
� 
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Table C.1 (continued) 
Terminal Perfot'91nce 
Object i ves and Enabl i ng 
Objectives 
The l earner wi l l  be able 
to develop orientation, 
i n-service train ing, and 
education programs for 
personnel 
1 .  Sel ect and justi fy 
behavioral objecti ves , 
content ,  and strategies 
for speci fi c  programs 
and personnel . 
2. Organi ze programs 
based on behavioral 
objeJ:thes . 
3. Implement programs. 
4. Apply eval uation 
techniques to programs. 
Class 
Lecture 
Topt cs 
Types of 
Training 
Needs 
Identi fy-
i ng the 
Need for 
Trrlni ng 
Task Analysis 
Requi red 
Readi ngs 
Cra ig ,  D. : Guid-
i ng the change 
process i n  peo­
pl e .  J. Am. 
Di etet. Assoc . 
58(Jan) :  22 , 1 971 . • 
Gri ffith, R. T. : 
Effect on turnover 
of tra i ni ng food 
service employees. 
J.  Am. Di etet .  
Assoc . 65 : 43. 
1 974 . 
Schaeffer . B. : 
Teaching a ids for 
dietary personnel . 
Hospi tal s ,  J.A.H.A. 
44 (Sept. 1 6 ) :  74 , 
1 970 . 
Schneider, C . E . : 
Trai ning and devel ­
opment programs : 
what l earning theory 
and research have to 
offer. Pers . J. 53 
(Apri l ) : 288 , 1 974. 
Specifi c  Objectives 
to Be Met 
After cOllll)l etion of the 
case study, the student 
shoul d :  
1 .  Real i ze that there 
are many methods of pro­
viding training for food 
servi ce employees . 
. 2. Recogni ze the 
importar1ce of i ncl udi ng 
·�u . jtrvi ce workers in  
the deci sion-making process 
for tra in ing .  
3. Understand some of 
the factors wh ich shoul d 
be cons idered in choos i ng 
the proper tra in ing method. 
Case Study N11nber, 
Ti tle. Hd Synop5b 
Case Study 3 
Detenni ning Tra ini ng Needs for a 
Food Service Operation 
The student takes the rol e of a 
consul tant to the dieti ti an of a smal l 
hospi tal who has to choose a traini ng 
program for her employees . Al ternatives 
presented encourage the student to 
analyze the "pros and cons" of di fferent 
types of tra i ni ng programs . 
__, 
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Table C. 1  (continued) 
Terminal Perfonnance 
Objectives and Enabl ing 
Objectives 
The learner wi l l  be abl e 
to demonstrate human 
rel ations ski l l s .  
1 .  Describe empl oyees 
as i nd iv idual s  wi th 
hierarchial needs . 
2. Demonstrate cl ari ty. 
conci seness , and con­
sistency in conmuni cati ng 
wri tten , ora l , and non­
verbal messages . 
l. Select language , 
vocabul ary ,  and conmuni ­
cation techniques appro­
pri ate to the audience . 
4 .  Use basic el ements . 
of moti vation . 
5. Relate moti va tional 
techni ques to employee 
producti v i ty/job satis­
faction. 
Class 
Lecture 
Topics 
Performance 
Apprai sal 
Mothation 
Theory 
Requi red 
Readi ngs 
Scott. R.O. : Job 
expectancy--and 
important factor 
in l abor turn­
over. Pers . J .  
May: 360. 1 972. 
Oberg , W . : Make per­
fonnance apprai sal 
rel evant. Har. 
Bus . Rev . Ja�-F�h . : 
61 . 1 972 . 
Wohl k i ng ,  W . : 
Effecti ve di scip l i ne 
in employee rel a­
ti ons . Pers . J .  
Sept. : 489 0 1 975. 
Leskover, E .W . : A 
guide for di scuss­
i ng the perfonnance 
apprai sal . Pers . J .  
46 :  1 50,  1 967 . 
Specific Objecti ves 
to Be Met 
After compl etion of the 
case study, the student 
shoul d :  
1 .  Real i ze that con­
fl icts between employees 
can affect the morale 
and productiv i ty of the 
• whole operation. 
i.. Understand the rol e  
of the manager o r  super­
visor in counse l i ng 
employees as wel l  as some 
of the problems whi ch may 
be encountered. 
Case Study Number. 
Ti tl e ,  and Synopsis  
Case Study 4 
The Feud 
The student assumes the role  of di rector 
of a smal l dietary department i n  which 
two employees of long-standing constantly 
bicker and di srupt the operation.  
In considering the sol uti ons , the student 
is  encouraged to uti l i ze human rel ations 
ski l l s  to sol ve the problem. 
*Task Force for Developing Competencies , Food Serv i ce Systems Management Education Counci l :  Suggested tenwinal perfon111nce objectives and 
enabl i ng objecti ves for ADA competenci es in management. Unpubl ished paper. Aln. Di etet.  Assoc . ,  1 975 . 
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SYNOPS IS OF THE PROBLEM 
Sally's Staffi ng Probl em 
Sal ly Smi th , the section 
leader in the sal ad un i t  
o f  the universi ty food 
serv ice uni t of whi ch you 
are in charge , seems to 
be hav ing problems wi th 
her workers . - Compl ai nts 
from customers about 
poor salad qual i ty leads 
you to investigate the 
probl em .  Sal ly cl a ims 
she is aware of the problem 
but doesn ' t  know what to 
do . Some days are very busy, 
tmi le  others are slow. 
Qual ity is never consi s­
tent. What wil l you do? 
DECIS ION ALTERNATIVES CONSEQUENCES 
Tal k  to Sal ly 
about job respon- _ No i11provement. -sibil i ty. Give a 
pep talk. 
Ask your superior 
1bout the poss i bi l i ty Your superior 
of chang i ng menu i tems says "no--do the 
and reduc ing the number - best you can wi ttf-
of difficul t sal ad the menus as they 
f tems produced in one are now. • 
-ay. 
leschedule  empl oyees 
1n the section to 
rea l l ocate M>rk loads . 
Some 1 1  ke the new 
schedule--others � 
don ' t. 
DEC IS ION 
ALTERNATIVES CONSEQUENCES 
DECI SION 
AL TERNAHVES CONSEgUENCES 
Sal ly does 
Di scuss manpower 
a l location wi th 
Sal ly. 
Sa l ly cannot 
� fol low through . 
{ Work wi th 
Sal l y  weP.kly. 
Repl ace Sal ly. 
- improve some. 
- Defi ni te improve-
Inqui re about 
problem workers 
Spend time in the 
sal ad un i t  your­
sel f. 
Perform a work 
sampl i ng study. 
Readjust the 
sal ad i tems on 
the menu anyway, 
but make no 
major changes . 
P 1tch i n  and 
hel p out i n  the 
uni t occas ional ly. 
Take suggestions 
from employees about­
schedule.  
Tal k to employees 
indi vidual ly. 
Meet w1 th your 
superior about 
the problem. 
Sal ly doesn ' t 
want to reprimand 
her " fri ends . "  
Noted much wasted 
time i n  uni t. 
{ 
Tal k  to "problem' 
empl oyees.  
Another pep 
tal k wi th Sal ly. 
{ 
Do l«lrk <"'Pi i ng ,  
Ta lk  to loafi ng 
empl oyees .  
111ent . 
- Morale decreases . 
- Sa 1 ly improves . 
- Pos i ti ve resul ts . 
Tensi on i n  section 
- increases . 
Found poor working 
arrangetnents . { 
Rearrange work Increased 
areas and schedules.  - producti vi ty.  
Tal k  about resu lts _ Good move • ! of study wi th workers . 
No further changes 
[ al lowed by your bossl  
You and boss go to 
di rector wi th ideas ,  
Wri te to di rector 
about problem with 
menus . 
Di rector i s  
recepti ve . 
Uni t manager i s  angry 
- because you went over 
h i s  head . 
Workers start 
{ 
Tal k to salad workers .-- Morale  decreases . 
expecting your 
hel p. 
Have pl anni ng meetings ___ Communi catfon improves 
wi th section l eaders. but sal ads don ' t. 
Workers start 
{ taki ng s ick days 
and being absent. 
Requi re doctor ' s  
excuses . 
Request a new part­
time person . 
Employees agree to 
{ 
Do work sampl i ng .  
try to adjust , but Request new part-
more hel p is needed. time worker . 
Your boss supports 
whatever you do 
to sol ve problem. { 
Do work sampl i ng .  
Work more closely 
wi th M>rkers on 
schedul i ng problem. 
- No good . 
-- Request refused . 
Need greater worker - effici ency. 
- No appl icants . 
-- Good idea. 
- Some improvement. 
Fi oure C . 1 . Sa111Dle of SIMl'l!lary Sheet Used to Brief Group Di scussion Leaders on Each Case Study Simulation. 
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Form D-1 . Answer Sheet for Use with Case Study Simulati�ns 
Student Name Time Beginning -----------�-- ----
Socia 1 Security Number Time Ending ---------- -----
Date ------------
Number of Case Study -----
Choice #1 Alternative Selected 
Rationale for Decision 
Choice #2 Alternative Selected 
Rationale for Decision 
Choi ce #3 Alternative Selected 
Rationale for Decision 
Choice #4 Alternative Selected 
Rationale for Decision 
1 2 3 
---------------
1 2 3 
---------------
1 2 3 
---------------
1 2 3 
---------------
1 1 0  
Overall Reaction to Case Study ( Benefits to you , suggesti ons for 
i mprovement , etc .) 
Corrments or Questions for Discussion : 
1 1 1  
1 1 2 
Fo�m D-2 .  Self-Perception of Confidence (S POC) Scale 
Social Security Number ------------ Date 
Self-Perception of Confidence Sca le* 
In the working situation , there are many potential areas where you may 
feel uncomfortable based on your exper ience and knowledge . Please 
indicate the level of comfort you feel at this point in time i� .you were 
in the situation described . This isn 1t going to affect your grade ! Your 
honest and accurate reporting will be greatly appreciated ! 
Directions : Please place your personal rating in the b lank next to each 
situation described . The ratings are as follows : 
( 1 ) ( 5 )  
very 
uncomfortable 
(2) 
fairly 
uncomfortable 
( 3 )  
neutral 
( 4 )  
fairly 
comfortable 
very 
comfortab le  
HOW COMFORTABLE DO YOU FEEL : 
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
--
1 .  Reprimand ing an employee for improper conduct? 
2 .  Correcting an employee on work techniques ? 
3 .  Praising an employee for doing a good job ? 
4 .  Justifying a poor performance evaluation to one of your 
emp l oyees? 
5 .  Justifying a good performance evaluation to one of your 
employees ? 
6 .  Advising an emp l oyee to resign? 
7 .  Hiring a new employee? 
8 .  Counseling an employee about 'a prob lem?  
9 .  Suspending an employee, f0r some specified period of time 
because of improper conduct ? 
1 0 . Discussing personal problems that employees may have wh ich --
are affecting work performance? 
1 1 . Promoting an employee' to a new position within 
1
your department? --
113 
__ 12 . Demoting an empl oyee to a l ower position within your department? 
13 . Exercising authority over emp loyees who are older than you are? --
14 .  · Interviewing a ·person far a position in your department ? --
15 . Asking your supervisor or boss for advice? --
*Copyright 1976 . Coordinated Undergraduate Program in Dietetics , Co l l ege 
of Home Economics , The University of Tennessee. , Knoxvi l le , 37916 . Al l 
rights reserved . Used by permission . 
Form D-3 . Profi le Data Sheet for Use with Students in FSA 41 40 ,  Food 
Systems Personnel Devel opment 
PRO F I LE DATA SHEET 
NAME -----------------
SOC I AL SECUR ITY  NUMBER ----------
AGE ----
( P lease Check One) 
Graduate Student --- Undergraduate Student ---
1 1 4  
What is your major? ---------------------
What is  your grade point average ? ----
Have you taken any . other courses at UT or anywhere el se which dea l with 
personne l management ? 
Yes No -- --
If yes , p lease give name of course and grade received . 
Have you ever held  a job where you supervised other peop le? 
Yes No -- --
I f  yes ,  briefly describe the position ( s) .  
Have you · ever had experience · with computer�assisted instruction? 
Yes No -- --
If yes , p)ease exp lain . 
VITA 
Deborah Dean Canter was born in Detroi t ,  Mi chigan , on August 2 ,  
1950 , and moved to Un ion C i ty ,  Tennes see , at an early age . She 
· graduated from Un ion Ci ty H igh School in 1968 . In June , 1972 , she 
received a Bachel or of Science degree from The Un ivers i ty of Tennessee , 
Martin , w i th a majqr in Home Econom i cs Education . 
After beginn ing graduate studies at The Un iversi ty of Tennessee , 
Martin , the author transferred to The Un ivers i ty of Tennessee , Knoxv i l le ,  
in  September , 1973 . She served as graduate teaching ass i stant for three 
quarters pr ior to becom ing a part-ti me cl in i ca l  instructor w i th the 
Coord inated ·undergraduate · Program in D ieteti cs . Mi ss Canter rece ived 
the Master of Sc ience degree wi th a major in Food Sy stem s Admin i stration 
in August , 1974 .  The author is  a member of the Amer i can D ieteti c 
Associ ation , the Insti tute of Food Techno logy , the Amer i can Schoo l 
Foodserv i ce Associ ation , Om i cron Nu , Ph i Up s i lon Om i cron , and 
Phi Kappa Ph i . 
She i s  the daughter of Mr . and Mrs .  John Raymond Canter of 
Un ion C i ty ,  Tennessee . 
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